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FOREWORD 
THIS HANDBOOK IS DESIGNED TO SET FORTH THE Sc~OOL 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES RELATING PARTICULARLY TO THE FACULTY, 
IT DOES NOT INCLUDE REQ~IREHENTS FOR DEGREES Q~ DESCRIPTIONS 
OF CURRICULA, WHlCH ARE READILY FOU~D I~ THE POLICY MANUAL QF THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL AND IN THE SCHOOL CATALOGUE, OTHER 
SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN REFERENCED, AND ARE DUPLICATED 
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The Navy has developed at the Naval Postaraduate School an unusual 
academic institution in which the special purposes of the Navy are served 
through the use of academic programs and methods that are very similar to 
those of civilian universities. The student body is made up wholly of 
U.S. and international officers of the military services and Federal 
civilians who are beina educated to fill the manaqerial and technoloqical 
needs of the services.· It must be stressed that the School is primarily 
an academic institution and the aspects of training for a particular 
billet are secondary. 
The Naval Postgraduate School had its beglnnina in a series of 
courses set up for operating or line officers at the Bureau of Engineer-
ing in Washington in 1901. In 1909 this educational activity was moved 
to the campus of the Naval Academy where it remained until 1951 when It 
moved to the current site at Monterey. rtoteworthy, in addition to the 
significant growth both in number of students and in scope, was the action 
of the United States Congress in authorizing the qrantlng of academic de- · 
grees through the doctorate in 1947. In 1949 the academic programs leading 
to engineering degrees were formally accredited by the Engineers' Council 
for Professional Development. The Western Association of Schools and 
Colleges fully accredits the Naval Postgraduate School. Such accreditation 
has been in effect since 1955. 
The Navy's needs for a~vanced education of Naval Officers in the field s 
of science, engineering, operations analysis anrl management are met primarily 
through the academic programs of the Naval Postararluate School. Complement-
ing the School's proqrams in these flel~s are proarams at certain civilian 
universities which are preeminent in areas related to the interests of the 
Navy. A number of officer students in these areas either obtain all their 
education at these institutions or transfer to them after one or two years 
at Monterey. 
The broad responsibility of the Naval Pos t~raduate School toward the 
advanced education of naval officers is reflected in its stated mission: 
"To conduct and direct the advanced education of commissioned 
officers, and to provide su~h other technical and professional 
Instruction as may be prescribed to ~t the needs of the Naval 
Service, and In support of the foregoing, to foster and encourage 
a program of research In order to sustain academic excellence." 
The mission of the Naval Postgraduate School establishes the con-
tinuing requirements for the combination of excellence in quality of 
academic programs and responsiveness to change and innovation in the 
technology and manaqement of the Navy. The following educational goals 
of the School are dictated by this requirement: 
To enhance continually the contribution of the content of the 
academic programs to the Navy and the Department of Defense. 
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To intensify our efforts to provide the best education 
to the students of the Naval Postgraduate School, and to 
build a progressively better environirent where faculty 
and students can come together in the search for know-
ledge and professional excellence. 
To nurture in students a respect for rigor in thought and 
discfplfne in work which will be a hallmark of their pur-
suit of excellence In their professions. 
To attract to our faculty men who by their scholarship 
and fresh viewpoint will bring new life to the classroom, 
new vigor to the laboratory and through their research 
sustain a program of academic excellence. 
The major instrument used by a school to Implement its academic 
program is Its faculty. The unique mission of the Naval Postgraduate 
School and the character of its student body demand that the faculty 
have unusual attributes. The relatively short time that the students 
have available for their education places a premium on excellence of 
instruction. The anticipated application by the student of his know-
ledge to Navy/Defense problems of the future requires the faculty to 
be aware of current scientific and technical problems faced by the 
Navy/Defense and to be cognizant of the areas In which future interest 
inay develop. In keeping with Its mission, the Naval Postgraduate School 
has fostered a research program to stimulate and encourage Individual 
professional development, and to attract and retain a talented faculty. 
In this respect, the School enjoys a tremendous advantage in its ready 
access to the entire Naval establishment including the laboratories, 
offices and operating forces. 
The Naval Postgraduate School's excellent relations with the 
naval laboratories and sponsors of School curricula benefit its re-
search progra• . In general, individual and group research projects, 
which 111ay be interdisciplinary, are supported by these laboratories 
and other agencies of the Department of Defense and by the National 
Science Foundation. In addition, a separately funded Foundation Re-
search Program supports research which is more basic in character and 
reflects the scientific interests of the faculty participating in this 
program. The Foundation Research Program is also used to encourage the 
development of ideas and competence which can be proposed subsequently to 
potential sponsors for direct support. A special benefit of the School's 
research program is the opportunity for the advanced student to gain re-
search experience by performing supervised thesis study fn baslc or ap-
plied areas of interest to the Navy and other Defense organizations. 
The technical, professional and undergraduate curricula of the Naval 
Postgraduate School have been designed to accomplish the educational goals 
and are continually scrutinized for ways to improve their effectiveness. 
The awarding of degrees is not a primary objective of the graduate academic 
programs of the Naval Postgraduate School; however, it is recognized as highly 
desirable to the Services and the individual student that the School reward 
scholarly achievements by conferring the appropriate academic degrees. For 
this reason, most of the courses of study fulfill faculty-establfshed stan~ 
dards for academic degrees, although tailored to meet the particular needs 













The Naval Postgraduate Scho@l has a student body consisting of 
military officers and cfvflfan employees of the Government. A majority 
of the students are U.S. Naval officers who have first-hand knowledge and an 
appreciation of the mission of the Navy, and who also have a deep corrmftment 
to its accomplishments and success. In order to be selected for postgraduate 
study they must have records of performance as Naval officers that Indicate 
a h19h probability of promotion to senior rank. They must also meet the 
academic guidelines for qualification established by the Naval Postgraduate 
School, including acceptable course preparation and grade performance In 
previous academic work. 
U. S. Naval officers co-e to the School from duty with the fleet: 
from surface ships, air squadrons, submarines, and overseas bases. Here 
they are joined by officers of the Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Army and Air 
Force, along with DOD civilians and officers of international services. 
They are mature, possess a strong dedication to their careers and are aware 
of the Importance of the education they are to obtain. In general, four or 
more years have elap ~ed since they completed their undergraduate education 
and conrnissfonfng. These years have been filled with training, experience, 
responsibility and service. 
At the same tilN!!, these years have created problems that the student 
and the School must face as these officers resume their educations. Exten-
sive review Is necessary to re-establish the student's academic proficiency. 
Further, many of the students have not had undergraduate majors In the fields 
in which they are undertaking advanced study. This results from the fact 
that officers entering the service from civilian schools reflect a wide range 
of major subjects, many of which are non-technical. Even in cases of those 
students with scfenttftc or technical majors, ft has been observed that they 
frequently develop interests, as a result of their Navy experience, in fields 
other than those of their undergraduate majors. 
It is apparent that these characteristics of the student body demand 
that the academic programs be adapted appropriately. Flexibility tn pro-
grarrming is necessary to permit adjustments to differences in the prepara-
tions offered by individuals and to the variations in success that they 
will experience as they progress in the curricula. For those who show 
superior progress and achievement, advanced and extended curricula lead-
ing to advanced degrees are available. This type of flexibility Is man-
datory when one considers that the students are all officers with proven 
value and potential to their Services and in whom the Country has a large 
Investment. Each must be given the opportunity to develop to the maximum 
of whfch he or she fs academically capable. ' 

























THE OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE SCHOOL 
The operational charter of the Naval Postgraduate School is the Postgr3duate 
Education Policy, promulgated by the Chief of Naval Operations. Because of its 
importance, the current version of this document, issued on 26 April 1976, is re-
produced in its entirety: 
POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION POLICY STATEMENT 
A. GENERAL 
1. The Navy's Postgraduate Education Program shall support both 
fleet and shore establishment requirements for specialized, non-
functional learning beyond the baccalaureate level to ensure satis-
factory performance of duty and to approach optimum performance of 
duty. It should be understood, however, that the policy statement to 
follow considers only the Postgraduate Education Program. A policy 
statement addressing the graduate-level Professional Military Education 
Program will be issued separately. 
2. The Navy Is firmly based on a foundation of technology and 
depends on the knowledge and experience of its officers for its opera-
tional effectiveness. The management abilities required for exercising 
conmand and the need to thoroughly understand and apply the fundamental 
capabilities of technologically complex systems under the varied chal-
lenges of operations at sea dictate a very real requirement for naval 
postgraduate education. A determinant of our future Naval strength will 
be the ability with which we bring new technology to bear on the develop-
ment and employment of new and improved naval systems. Graduate education 
will impart to the professionally qualified officer the knowledge needed 
for total systl!tfts management to ensure a superior capacity for sound and 
Innovative use of our operational forces. It will provide a cadre of 
officers whose special education and expertise will enable them to re-
present the Navy with maximum effectfveness in any arena where Naval 
operations are a consideration. 
3. Selection for funded graduate education programs shall be 
lfmited to those officers who have demonstrated superior performance 
in their naval duties and who possess the academic capability to suc-
cessfully complete graduate studies. These criteria presuppose an 
educational foundation which renders those selected fully equfpped to 
undertake advanced formal education and should negate a requirement for 
funded remedial/preparatory courses. With the exception of a small num-
ber of scholarships (e.g., Rhodes Scholars), officers shall have com-
pleted a minimum of one tour of duty prior to being ordered to post-
graduate schooling. 
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4. The number of officers assigned to pursue graduate studies 
shall be limited in each area of specialization to that for which 
validated current and future operational readiness requirements exist. 
This shall nonnally be determined on the basis of billets. at sea and 
ashore, whfch wfll require education beyond the baccalaureate for per-
fonnance of associated duties and for the progressive Improvement of 
our naval capability. Current Inventory/requirements dictate a minimal 
assignment to fully funded programs beyond the Masters level . 
5. Current manpower and budget constraints demand stability, 
economy and effectiveness in all fully funded programs. In this 
regard, the Navy's policy on obl igated service for postgraduate educa-
tion, fn consonance with Depart.ent of Defense policy, will be three 
years for each year of education. without any 111aximum limitation. 
6. Officers who have completed graduate education prograw~ will 
be assigned to duties appropriate to their academic specialization. 
These utilization assignmenti rust reflect the unique demands of sea-
shore rotation with emphasis on bringing the benefits of this added 
educatf0f1 to operating fleet un its. both directly and indirectly. 
7. A Pol icy Advisory Board shall be established to assist In 
policy guidance and direction for the full spectrum of officer pro-
fessfonal development. This board wil 1 be chaired by the Chief of 
Naval Operations and will be comprised of the Vtce Chief of Naval 
Operations, the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower), the 
Director of Naval fducation and Training, and the Superintendent of 
the Naval Postgraduate School . Basic policy issues will be handled 
by these llM!lllbers . Heinbershfp will be expanded to include the Director, 
Navy Program Planning when considering progra11111ing and budget policy 
fssues; the Deputy Chiefs of Naval Operations for Submarine, Surface, 
and Afr Warfare and other Primary Consultants when consfderfng pol fey 
issues affecting their respective areas of warfare or subspecialty 
responsibf l ity; the Deputy Chief of Staff (Manpower), USMC, when con-
sidering pol icy matters affecting the M1rfne Corps; and the President 
of the Naval war College and Superintendent of the U.S . Naval Acade111y 
when considering pol icy matters having a direct interface with these 
f nstf tut1ons . 
B. The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower) and the Director., 
Naval Education and Training will continue to act joint ly as the princi · 
pal agents of the Chief of Naval Operations in effecting pol i cy level 
coordination wfth the Naval Postgraduate School. 
B. MANAGEMENT 
1. The Postgraduate Education Program fs organizationally supported 








The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower) (OP-01) 
is responsible for the validation and allocation of the Navy's 
manpower requirements for graduate education. 
The Chief of Naval Personnel determfnes graduate education 
quotas, directs the selection of officers for graduate education, 
and assures the appropriate utilfzation of graduates. 
The Director of Naval Education and Training (OP-099) estab-
l i shes policies for resource management (manpower and funding of 
officer graduate education programs), recOlllllends training loads to 
the Congress, approves the graduate education programs necessary 
to meet validated requirements and directs the evaluation of 
curricular programs to meet those needs. 
The Chief of Naval Educatfon and Trafning directs the Navy's 
graduate level education programs; coordinates the development of 
educational processes, programs and packages to support Navy re-
quirements; establishes and maintains the approved graduate educa-
tion curricula and provides resources required for the graduate 
education program. 
The Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School, fs the Academic 
Coordinator for all postgraduate education programs in the Navy and 
as such: administers the fully-funded graduate educational programs, 
both at the Naval Postgraduate School, other service graduate schools, 
and civilian universities; administers the continuing education/off. 
duty efforts at the graduate level within established policy guide-
lines; maintains academic records of all officers, providing academic 
counseling to them; rec011111ends to the Chief of Naval Education and 
Training new areas of study and new methodology to improve the quality 
of service effectiveness of future graduates; and advises the Chief 
of Naval Personnel and the Connandant of the Harlne Corps on the 
acade111ic COl!Pt!tence of officers being evaluated for the graduate 
education programs. 
Thfs poltcy controls the operatfon of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Officers from other services, civilian employees of the government and offi-
cers from Allied Countries lllilY enroll at the Postgraduate School . Where feasible, 
these students enroll in existing curricula . Where courses are available, cur-
ricula for individuals can be modffied to reflect the sponsor's needs. For 
these students the sponsoring organization retains admf nf strative and curricular 
control over its own students. 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
The organization chart of the Naval Postgraduate School is shown on 
Page IlI-4. The organization of the School combfnes the administration of 
lll -3 
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the traditional academic functions of a university with the functions of a 
military activity. A brief description of the positions of the academic 
officials follows. The complete assignment of duties of all officials of 
the School is set forth in the NPS Instruction 5000.l series, a copy of 
which is maintained in each department. 
The Superintendent. The Superintendent i s a Rear Admiral of the line 
and is the chief executive of the Naval Postgraduate School. He is respon-
sible, under the Chief of Naval Education and Training for the education 
provided at the School and for the officer students enrolled therein. The 
determination of policy stems from the co11111and authority of the Superinten-
dent, who is responsible for the accomplishment of the ~i ssion of the School . 
The Provost/Academic Dean. The Provost/Academic Dean is appointed by 
the Secretary of the Navy, on recorrwnendation of the Postgraduate School 
Council. The Provost/Academic Dean is the chief educational officer of the 
School. He is, under the Superintendent, responsible for all academic matters. 
His responsibilities include: as head of the Faculty, the formulation and im-
plementation of academic policies consonant with accreditation standards; the 
maintaining of high performance standards of the faculty; the provision for a 
continuing review of and advanced planning for all education areas and their 
professional application; and the provision of liaison in educational affairs 
with appropriate agencies, activities, and societies. 
The Director of Programs . The Director of Programs is responsible in the 
chain of comnand for the admlnistration of the curricular operations of t he 
School. He is the senior military officer under the superintendent for all 
•llitary assigned to curricular or academic duties. His res?onsibilitles 
include: 
a. The planntno, ~evelopment and evaluation of curricular programs, 
includinq those con~ucted at civilian institutions as specified 
by the Chief of Naval Education and Trainino. 
b. Exercising operational and supervisory authority over the Curricular 
Officers and students assigned thereto, including the establishment 
of c0trm0n policies and procedures for the Curricular operation. 
c. Insuring through periodic reviews that the stated objectives for 
each curriculum are current and that they reflect the educational 
skill requirements of the various sponsors. 
d. .Insuring continuing liaison with curriculum sponsors. 
e . Acting as Resource Manager for billets, personnel and dollar assets 
assigned to the Programs Division. 
f. Maintaining Average-on-Board (AOB) statistics and current Prospective 
Rotation Dates (PRO) on students. 
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g. Coordinating with CNET and BuPers on student input procedures as 
required. 
Deans of Divisions. The Dean of the Division of Policy ind Information 
Sciences and the Dean of the Division of Science and Engineering, each of whom 
holds the rink of Associate Dean, are appointed by the Superintendent on the 
reconmendation of ~he Academic Dean for a specific term not to exceed three 
years. Under the Academic Dean, the responstbt11t1es of these positions 
include: 
a. The planning, conduct, and administration of educational programs 
assigned to the Division. 
b. Supervision of the Chairmen of Oep~rtments assigned to the Division. 
c. Recormiendation of individuals for appointment as Academic 
Associates, and supervision of Academic Associates in the Cur-
ricular Offices uniquely associated with the Division. 
d. Academic supervision of civilian students In the Division. 
e. Encouragement of research and the development of research 
programs In the Division. 
f . Coordination with the Director of Programs In the development 
of new curricula. 
g. Development and implementation of perscnneldevelopment 
programs for staff assigned to the Division. 
h. Allocation of space assigned to his division by the 
Facilities Planning Board. 
Staff Deans. There are four staff deans within the new organization. 
Their titles and duties are described as follows : 
Dean of Educational Development. The Dean of Educational Development 
holds the rank of Assistant Pean. He is appointed by the Superintendent, 
on the reconmendatlon of the Provost/Academic Dean, for a specific term 
not to exceed three years . His duties and responsibilities under the 
Academic Dean include the following: 
a. Planning and conducting meetings, seminars, demonstrations, 
and other act1vfties designed to enhance the effectiveness of 
teaching and learning. 
b. Reconmending to the Academic Dean, on a continuing basis, pro-
grams of f111provement in teachinq effectiveness and developiaents 








c. Informing the faculty of national and international practices 
and innovations in educational technology in higher education. 
d. Maintaining a high degree of familiarity with current national 
practices and trends resulting from research in educational 
technology. 
e. Identifying educational opportunities and coordinating interest 
in these opportunities. 
f. Serving as liaison on educational technology matters with other 
educational programs which are designed for military officers 
and administered by an agent of the Department of Defense. 
g. Advising the Director of Programs and the Division Deans on 
educational technology matters. 
Dean of Research. The Dean of Research holds the rank of Assi 5tant 
Dean. He is appointed by the Superintendent, on the reconmendation of 
the Provost/Academic Dean, for a specific term not to exceed three years . 
Under the Academic Dean the duties and responsibllities of the position 
include: 
a. Coordination of liaison with the Department of Defen~e research 
and development facilities, the National Science Foundation, 
other government agencies which engage in research, and private 
contractors for research. 
b. Identification and development of additional research contacts . 
and coordination of faculty research initiatives. 
c. Chairmanship of the Research Council. 
d. Supervision of the research administration staff and of the 
expenditure of research funds. 
e. Coordination and arrangements for meetings, panels, study groups 
and workshops which occur at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Dean of Academic Planning. The Dean of Academic Planning holds the 
rank of Assistant Dean. He is appointed by the Superintendent, on the 
reco11111endation of the Provost/Academic Dean, for a specific term not to 
exceed three years. Responsibilities of the Dean of Academic Planning 
under the Academic Dean include: 
a. Development of the Faculty Operating Plan, including establish-
ment of recruiting ceilings, in coordination with the Division 
Deans and the academic departmental chairmen. 
b. Development of management personnel and financial information 
systems for use by the Postgraduate School Operating Council. 
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c. long-range academic planning, including forecasting future 
faculty requirements. 
Dean of Academic Admfnfstratfon. The Dean of Academic Administration 
holds the rank of Assistant Dean. He ls appointed by the Sµperintendent 
on the recOl'lllll!ndation of the Provost/Academic Dean for a specific ten11 not 
to exceed three years. As the principal assistant to the Academic Dean in 
all "matters concerning student admissions, academic records, and scheduling 
of classes, his duties include the following: 
a. Acting as secretary of the Academic Council and advising the 
Academic Council on curricular 111atters as requested. 
b. Supervising transcript evaluation, course validation procedures, 
and academic perfonnance reports. 
c. Supervising the actfvfties of the Registrar, Class Scheduler, 
and Cataloguer. 
d. Acting as Admissions Officer. 
e. Actfng as Chafnnan of t~e Computer Council and supervising the 
Computer Center and the Library. 
f. Coordination of new student development. 
Executive Director, Continuing Education Office. The Executive 
Director of Continuing Education is appointed by the Superintendent on the 
advice and reconmendatfon of the Provost/Academic Dean . Appointment will 
be for a specific time not fn excess of three years. His responsibllltl~s 
under the Provost/Academic Dean fnclude: 
a. The planning, conducting, and administration of continuing education 
programs, including short courses delivered on or off the Naval Post-
graduate School campus and credit courses delivered off ca111Pus. 
b. The planning, conducting, and administration of educational 
counseling programs. 
c. Organizing and supervising the Continuing Education Office, including 
assigned personnel, to carry out the educational policies of the 
Superintendent. 
Chairmen of Academi~ Departments and Interdisciplinary Groups. The Chalr-
111en of £lie Academic Depar"&ients and Interillsctplinary Groups are appointed by 
the Superintendent upon the recommendation of the Postgraduate School Operating 
Council. Appointments are for specific terms not to exceed three years. T~e 
thainnen are under the operational and supervisory authority of the Deans of 














Organizfng and supervising their departments or groups, fncluding 
assigned personnel, to carry out the educational policies of the 
School and to accomplish the objectives of the various curricula. 
Advising the Provost/Academic Dean, the Director of Programs, and 
the Division Deans regarding matters within their purview. 
Representing their departments or groups in academic and admini-
strative matters. 
Recruiting qualified academic personnel for their departments or 
groups, within authorized allowances, and recol!lllending their ap-
pointment to the Division Dean or the Provost/Academic Dean. 
Providing professional evaluation of academic personnel and per-
formance ratings of Civil Servfce personnel assigned to their de-
partments or groups. rn thf s sense they are "supervf sors" a~ the 
term ls used in paragraph 1006 of the HPS INST 5000.lG. 
f. They are also responsible for course development and the preparation 
and maintenance of a journal for each course taught within their 
departments or groups; coordinating and submitting textbook require-
ments for their departments or groups. 
g. Evaluating instruction within their departments or groups to insure 
that each course is presented effectively and in accordance with the 
approved syllabus, coordinating departmental scholastic grading prac-
tices, and insuring that grades for each student are submitted to the 
Registrar within prescribed time limits. 
h. Maintaining familiarity with related activities at civilian educational 
institutions and technical and industrial organizations in order that 
curricula and courses may be kept abreast of educational and technical 
advances. 
i. Submitting budget estimates for their departments or groups to the 
Comptroller via the Division Dean or the Provost/Academic Dean; 
developing plans for the procurement of equipment for their depart-
ments or groups, including laboratories, and administering the main-
tenance and custody thereof. 
j. Exercising control over the safe operation, development and security 
of the spaces of their departments or groups and of all machinery, 
equfpirent, and materials therein. 
k. Developing and implementing personnel development programs for per-
sonnel assigned ta their departments or groups. Designating associate · 
chairmen to assist with departmental or group administratlv~ duties. 
1. Working with the Curricular Office in maintaining liaison with spon-
sors, developing new programs, and in the sponsor evaluation and 
modification of programs; and appointment of advisors for civilian 
students. 
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m. Plannfng, developing, monftortng , and supporting relevant 
research wfth tn the department or group. 
The Faculty. The Faculty are members of the staff, military and clvf-
lfan, engaged fn teachfng or tn the supervision of laboratory periods. They 
are assfgned to specfffc academfc departments or groups and their respons i -
bl 1 fttes, under the cognizant Depart111en t Chairman, include : 
a. Teaching the courses assigned to them tn an effective manner and 
in accordance wi th the approved syllabus for the course. 
b. Directing and supervising student research activ i ties, including 
thesfs work . 
c. Perfol'llling assigned administrative tasks. 
d. Maktng rec011111endatlons concerning beneficial changes to curricula 
and courses and to laboratory development. 
e . Submitting quaTter grades to the Registrar , vla the Chalnnan of 
the Depart111ent, within one week after the COlllpletlon of each q~arter 
or as otherwise directed by the Dean of Academic Administrat ion. 
f. Keeping the Department Chairman lnfonned concerning their 
professiona l actlvltfes . 
g. Maintai ning thei r professton~l proffcfency by research, partici-
pation in technical societies and meetings, and by outside contacts. 
h. Keeping themselves cognizant of the spec ial needs of the Navy in 
advanced education and in the areas of their professional specialties . 
Some faculty members hold dual appointments. In such a case, one of the 
Department Chairmen ls assigned the specific responsibility for supervisory 
tasks such as recommendation for pay raf ses and promotion. 
Curricular Officers Academic Associates. The Curricular Office is an 
organ zat ona ent ty un que to the Postgraduate School. It supports the 
School's mfssfon and objectives by developing, mafntaining and updating 
curricula to acc0111110date both Navy needs and academic requfrements. 
A naval officer of suitable experience and rank is assigned to each 
Curricular Office as the Currtcular Officer. He is the executive director 
of the office. One or more assistant curricular officers may also be 4s-
sfgned to a Curricular Offfce, and responsibility for a currlcul1111 may be 
delegated to an assistant. A civilian member of the facul ty who is thor-
oughly famllfar with both the Naval Postgraduate School and the Navy is 
•ssigned part-time duty as the Academic Associate . Where th~ Curricular 
Office supports multiple curricula, more than one Academic Associate iway 








The Curricular Officers, as listed In the latest organization chart 
of the Naval Postgraduate School, are responsible to the Director of Pro-
grams for the proper overall operation of their respective Curricular 
Offices. The Academic Associates are responsible to the Division Deans 
for the integrity of the academic features of the Curricular Office opera-
tion. As a consequence of this arrangement, these two people are associates 
and their relationship will be developed accordingly. 
Academic Associates will be appointed to this part-time duty by the 
Provost/Academic Dean on the recommendations of the Deans of Division and 
Director of Programs. Appointments are for specific terms not In excess of 
four years. The time allotted to perform the duties of Academic Associate 
will be determined by the Dean of the cognizant Division. 
General responsibilities associated with the Curricular Offices are 
as defined herein. Specific responsibilities of the individuals are co-
vered in either Naval Postgraduate School Instructions or policy directives . 
In the category of general responsibilities are the following: 
a. Sponsor Liaison. The Curricular Officer/Academic Associate team 
shall work with subspecialty sponsors and consultants to define 
pertinent Navy needs including professional objectives, delineate 
projected utilization of program graduates and consult with Depart· 
ment Chairmen and faculty to propose useful courses and curricula. 
These plans and projections shall consider the impact of developing 
technology, evolving bodies of knowledge and changing missions of 
the Navy. They shall be prepared, reviewed and updated during the 
annual sponsor review of curricula. 
b. Curriculum Development and Management. 
(l} The Curricular Officer/Academic Associate Team, working with 
the faculty and staff of the Naval Postgraduate School, shall 
develop and maintain a timely statement of professional objec-
tives for each curricular program under their purview. Con-
sistent with these objectives, they shall establish and keep 
current appropriate standard curricula. When successful 
completion of a program is associated with the granting of 
an academic degree, the curriculum shall be coordinated wi th 
the cognizant departmental chainnan to insure that it is 
consistent with the degree requirements established by the 
department and approved by the Academic Council. 
The responsibility for ensuring that the curriculum meets the 
professional needs of the Navy rests primarily with the 
Curricular Officer. The responsibility for ensuring that 
each student's curriculum meets departmental and School degree 
requirements and that the selection and sequencing of courses 
is in accordance with sound academic practice rests primarily 
with the Academic Associate. 
(2) The Curricular Offtcer/Academic Associate team shall develop 
and maintain effective procedures for monitoring programs with 
respect to their continuing adherence to both professional 
and academic requirements . These procedures may be partially 
standardized for al l programs. In this connection, the Cur-
ricular Officer will hold primary responsibility for collabo-
rating with the Naval Postgraduate School staff, spon~ors and 
OpNav and for adapting general procedures to meet the particular 
needs of individual programs. The Academic Associate will hold 
primary responsibility for maintaining liaison with academic 
departments and, thereby , maintain the relevance of current 
course content and foster faculty participation in the develop~ 
ment of useful new courses and programs. 
(3) In the development of new curricula or in major revision of 
existing ones, the Curricular Officer/Academic Associate team 
shall Include each concerned academic department in the deli-
berations leading to the formulation of each proposal. 
(4) Both the Curricular Officer and Academic Associate shall be 
knowledgeable with respect to "transfer field" programs, i.e., 
other graduate programs appropriately related to those under 
their purview. They should, also, maintain familiarity with 
Navy-related programs offered at civilian educational insti-
tutions which might be effectively utilized by sponsors. 
c. Supervision and Counseling of Officer Students. 
(1) The Curricular Officer/Academic Associate team will review the 
records of all students assigned to the curricula under their 
purview and, in consultation with each student and based on his 
academic background, develop a program of study within the 
framework of the established standard currfcula. Student aca-
demic progress w111 be monitored and program changes or inter-
currfcular transfers made, when deemed necessary, within the 
limitations of curricular quotas, Navy polfc1es and academic 
feasibility . Both members of this team are responsible for the 
overall quality of a student's program. The Academic Associate 
will hold primary responsib1lfty for evaluating the student's 
academic qualifications, based on academic department standards, 
for pursuing a specific sequence of study. The Curricular Of-
ficer will be responsible for ensuring that the program selec-
tions are In consonance with Navy policies and needs . 
(2) It is incUlllbent upon both members of the team to provide 
counseling for all students in the curricula under t he ir 
purview. The Academic Associate will hold primary respon-








(3) The Curricular Officer will exercise, in accordance with 
prescribed policies and procedures, military supervision and 
direction of officer students assigned to his office. He 
wi,1 perform requisite administrative duties pertaining to 
these officer students, evaluate their performance and counsel 
them on pertinent military matters. 
d. Resources Management. 
(1) 
(2) 
A comprehensive five-year plan for each curriculum should be 
developed in terms which permit the identification of all the 
resources needed to properly pursue the program. 
The Curricular Officer is responsible for managing the 
resources which directly support his office. 
e. Collateral Duties. 
(1) A Curricular Officer may be assigned as Mlli~ary Supervisor 
for military members of the faculty. 
(2) The Curricular Officer and Academic Associate will perform 
other duties as assigned. 
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL'S 
BOARDS AHO COUNCILS 
THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL. The Academic Council is composed of the Academic 
Dean as Chairman, Director of Programs, Deans of Divisions, Chairman 
of the Faculty Scholarship Coitmittee, a representative from each of the 
academic departments and groups, and the Dean of Academic Administration 
as Secretary. The representative from each academic department will be 
a metnber (not the Chairman) of the Department elected by the department 
metnbers subject to approval by the Chairman of the Department. The De-
partments also elect an alternate representative subject to the approval 
of the Chairman. Both the representative and the alternate serve con-
current three-year tenns. Tenns are staggered so that approximately one-
third of the elected membership rotate each year. An elected representa-
tive ls not eligible to serve two inmediately successive terms . One 1111!!11-
ber is a student representative chosen in a manner prescribed by the 
Student Council. The functions of the Council include: establishing 
scholastic standards ; considering for approval for degree credit all new 
curricula and major revisions to existing curricula submitted; considering 
all candidates submitted for admission to candidacy for advanced degrees; 
and considering all candidates submitted for award of degrees. No cur-
riculum shall be given degree credit nor any degree candidate awarded a 
degree unless so reco111nended by the Council . 
FACULTY COUNCIL AND COl91JTTEES. The composition of Faculty Council and 
Committees fs prescribed by the By-Laws of the Faculty of the Naval Post-
graduate School, as shown in Section tV of this Handbook. The Faculty 
Council and Comnittees function in an advisory capacity to the Academic 
Dean, the Director of Programs, and Deans of Divis ions in administrative 
or academic 1111tters involving policy, regulations, procedures, or other 
concerns deemed worthy of attention by the Faculty Council or the cogni -
zant comnittee. Matters meriting attention are normally submitted by the 
cognizant co11111fttee to the Acade~fc Dean, Director of Programs, Director 
of Military Operations and Logistics, or Deans of Divisions. The Faculty 
Council or fts representatives may, on occasion, approach the Superintendent 
directly. 
POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL OPERATING COUNCIL . The Postgraduate School Operating 
council Js composea of the Superlntendent as Chairman, the Provost as Vfce-
Chafnnan, the Director of Programs, the Director of Military Operations 
and Logistics, and the Deans of Dfvfsions . The function of the Operating 
Council is the management of the operations of the School i n i ts mission 
of advanced education and research. The Council coordi nates the day-to-day 
operation of the School. It formulates plans and policies related to 
resource allocation through the Research Council, Resource Planning Board 
and Facilities Planning Board, and the Computer Council . The Dean of Educa-
tional Development , Dean of Academic Administration, Comptrol ler, Budget 
Officer, Plans Officer, Public Works Officer , Supply Officer, Chairman of 
the Faculty, Cfv111an Personnel Officer and Executive Director of the Defense 








RESEARCH COUNCIL. The Research Council is composed of the Dean of Research 
as Chainnan, the Provost, the Director of Programs, the Deans of Divisions, 
the Chainnan of the Faculty Research Colllllittee and six faculty members ap-
pointed to two-year terms by the Dean of Research. The Executive Secretary 
of the Research Council, appointed by the Dean of Research, sits as an ex-
officio member without vote. The Research Council reviews all research 
proposals submitted by the faculty for support under the Foundation Research 
Program, determines the allocation of Foundation Research Program funds to 
faculty members, and detennines the number and assignment of supporting per-
sonnel and equipment purchases to be supported by these funds. 
RESOURCES PLANNING BOARD. The Resources Planning Board consists of the 
Provost, who acts as Chairman, the Director of Programs as Vice Chairman, 
the Director of Military Operations and Logistics, Deans of Divisions, the 
Comptroller, and the Civilian Personnel Officer. The Board conducts periodic 
reviews of the financial and personnel billet allocations and recomnends to 
the Superintendent modifications as appropriate and reviews requests for 
financial and billet changes from position and financial anagers. 
FACILITIES PLANNING BOARD. The Facilities Planning Board consists of the 
Director, Military Operations and logistics, who acts as Chairman, the Direc-
tor of Programs, Deans of Divisions, the Chainnan of the Faculty Plans and 
Facilities Collllllttee, and the Plans Officer, who act~ a ~ Secretary of the 
Board. The Public Works Officer and Comptroller serve as technical advisors 
to the Board. When matters pertaining to tenant or supported activities are 
under consideration, appropriate representation ls requested. The Board 
advises the Superintendent via the Provost on the development, allocation 
and use of facilities and land in support of the School's mission, reviews 
the Basic Facility Requirements and advises the Superintendent on matters 
related to the submission of Military Construction Requirements. 
COMPUTER COUNCIL. The Computer Council is composed of eleven voting members. 
The members include the Dean of Academic Administration, who serves as Chair-
man, the Director of the W. R. Church Computer Center, who serves as Secre-
tary, and the Director of Programs. Additionally, there are seven members 
from the Faculty. 
The three faculty members elected at large by the Faculty to the Com-
puter Facilities Standing Colllllittee are all members of the Computer Council. 
Four faculty members are elected to represent the academic departments. One 
representative is elected from each of the following groups of departments: 
(1) Mathematics, Operations Research and Computer Science; (2) Meteorology, 
Oceanography, and Physics and Chemistry; (3) Aeronautics, Mechanical Engi-
neering, and Electrical Engineering; and (4) Administrative Sciences and 
National Security Affairs. The tenns of each of these representatives is 
three years. Group (3} elects a new representative in a given year; Group 
(2} elects a representative the following year; Groups {l} and (4) elect 
their representatives in the next following year. One member is a student 
representative, chosen in a manner to be prescribed by the Student Council. 
The Computer Council recolllllends campus-wide computer operating policy; 
accumulates and maintains an inventory of all on-campus computer hardware; 
coordinates the computer activities of the departmental installations with 
those of the W. R. Church Computer Center; advises on the allocation of re-
sources among the installations; and prepares, reco11JTiends, and maintains a 
comprehensive long-range computation policy for the School. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL. The composftfon of the Student Councfl and Co11111fttees 
1s as prescribed by the By-Laws of the Student Council of the Naval 
Postgraduate School. 
The Student Council functfons in an advisory capacity through the 
Director of Programs In matters involving curricula, facilities, procedures 
and policy deemed worthy of attention by the Student Council or the Director 
of Programs. It selects representatives to serve on the Faculty Council, 
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THE SUPERINTENDENT'S STATEMENT 
ENDORSING THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
At the initial meeting of the Faculty Council on 14 July 1969, the 
then Superintendent, R. W. McNitt, set forth the official school posi-
tion concerning the Faculty Council. The complete statement is recorded 
in the minutes of that meeting. The principal substance of that state-
ment is presented in the following paragraphs. They have been suitably 
modified on the basis of actual experience with Faculty Council operation. 
The Faculty Council gives the faculty a forum, presided over by its 
peers, within which matters of direct concern to the professional life of 
the faculty may be discussed and reconnendations prepared for t rallS'"lissi on 
to the Superintendent via the Academic Dean. The faculty is entitled to 
such representation, and the c0Cll11ittee structure and Faculty Council pro-
vide a dignified and professional way of accomplishing this important con-
tribution to the governance of the School. 
The Faculty Council provides an efficient means of securing faculty 
consultation and advice in the development of school policies, conmunicates 
the views of the faculty as a whole to the Academic Dean and the Superin-
tendent, and transmits the intent ions and actions of the Navy Department 
and the School administration to the faculty. The Faculty Council focuses 
the energies of the Standing C01111tlttees and presents a clearer picture of 
faculty opinion to the Academic Dean and the Superintendent. By directing 
and coordinating the performance of the Standing COflll\ittees, the Faculty 
Council secures a more efficient and timely response from the faculty. 
Through the Faculty Council the faculty provides long-tenn continuity 
and stability to the governance of the School. Recognizing the continuing 
need for development, the Faculty Council advises the Academic Dean on mat-
ters of academic stability and the potential impact of new programs upon 
on-golng academic processes. 
A newly engaged faculty member on comnittlng himself to his department 
and the School should not expect a guarantee that there will be no change 
in pclicies or procedures during his lifetl111e. On the other hand he would 
llke to know what the long-range objectives of the School are, that reason-
able stability in the policies which affect him can be expected, and that 
changes will be made only after consultation with him or his representative 
in a carefully planned and responsible way. The Faculty Council serves as 
an independent and responsible source of advice on the impact of proposals 
which concern the faculty. 
It must be noted, however, that the nature of the governance of this 
School is of necessity somewhat different from many universities and colleges. 
This is the Navy's School, and its only reason for existence fs the proper 
instruction of officer and Federal civilian students In response to the 
sponsor's needs, modified always of course by academic degree and accredita-
tion requirements. To insure this, the position of Superintendent was estab-
1 ished by statute as a military command, reporting to the Chief of Naval 
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Educatfon and Trafnf ng. The Superintendent cannot abrogate his responsl· 
bf l ltfes by delegating control of admlnistratfve functions which are 
significant fn the operation of the School to autonomous or self-governing 
groups such as the form of Academic Council or Senate frequently found on 
c11111puses today. 
Within these boundaries, however, there is almost no limit to the 
contribution which the Standing Committees and the Faculty Council can 
make In strengthening the dignity and professional status of the faculty, 
in drawfng on the great talent of faculty members fn seeking new and better 
ways to carry out our ~lsslon, and in c011trlbu~lng to the development of 
school polfcfes. 
FACULTY ORr.ANIZATION 
The Faculty of the Postgraduate School fs organized under the following 







Article I NAME 
This organization will be known as the Faculty of the Naval 
Postgraduate School, and will hereinafter be referred to as the 
Faculty. 
Article II OBJECT 
The object of this organization will be to promote understanding 
and corrmunication between members of the Faculty and members of the 
Administrative Staff, to protect and promote the professional stature 
of the members, and to assist the administration in accomplishing the 
mission of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Article III ORGANIZATION 
Section 1. In order to fulfill in an orderly manner the objec-
tives of the organization, there are herein established the following 
recognized bodies; 
{i) The Faculty; 
(ii) The Faculty Council; 
(iii) The Executive Board of the Faculty Council, hereinafter 
referred to as the Executive Board; and 
(iv) The Standing Conmittees of the Faculty. 
Section 2. The Faculty Council is the representative body of 
the Faculty and is responsible to the Faculty. It is headed by the 
Faculty Chainnan, elected from the eligible membership of the Faculty. 
The Secretary of the Faculty, elected from the eligible membership of 
the Faculty, acts in a secretarial role for meetings of both the 
Faculty and the Faculty Council . 
Article IV FACULTY 
Section 1. Me.mbeJL&JUp. There shall be three classes of 
membership. 
(i) Re.gu.hvt. Membe11.. Active members of the staff, military 
and civilian, engaged in teaching in any of the professional 
grades, and those with rank of Instructor whose primary duties 
are instruction, together with the Librarian and the Director 
of the Computer Center, will be REGULAR MEMBERS of the Faculty. 
Regular Members will have the right to vote on all matters 
brought before the Faculty except as provided in Article IV, 
Section 2(v) {a), and Article V, Section S(v). Regular Members 
will have the right to hold a single elective office as provided 
in Article V, Section 1, Article VI, Section 1, Article VII, 
Section 1, and Article VIII, Section 1, and will have the right 
to hold office in Temporary Cornnittees. The Faculty Chainnan 
and elected members of the Nominating Conmittee may hold one 
additional elective office. 







(ii) Ex -0 66.ic.io -Membe1t. The Superintendent, the Academic 
Dean, the Director of Programs, the Dean of Infonnation and 
Policy Sciences, the Dean of Science and Engineering, the 
Dean of Academic Planing, the Dean of Academic A<ininistration, 
the Dean of Educational Development, and the Dean of Research 
will be EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS of the Faculty. Ex-Officio 
Members will have the right to vote on all matters brought 
before the Faculty at meetings of the Faculty, but they may 
not hold elective office. 
(iii) Alllloc.ia.te. MembeJt. Visiting and Adjunct Professors (i.e., those appointed for one year or less), members of the 
Faculty in the grade of Instructor whose primary duty is not 
teaching, and civilians employed on a contract or part-time 
basis for teaching duties will be ASSOCIATE MEMBERS of the 
Faculty. Associate Members will enjoy all the privileges 
of Members except those of voting and holding office. 
Section 2. ~kl'-tfog ) . 
(i) There shall be at least one regular meeting in each 
quarter of the Academic Year. 
(ii) The regular meeting in the Fall Quarter shall be known 
as the Election Meeting. It shall be held no earlier than the 
third week of the Quarter. 
(iii) Special meetings shall be called upon request of the 
Faculty Chainnan, the Academic Dean, or by a petition to the 
Faculty Council signed by ten percent of the Regular Members. 
(iv) Meetings of the Faculty shall not be called unless at 
least one-half of the Regular Members are in a pay status. 
(v) The Academic Dean shall preside over meetings of the 
Faculty. In the absence of the Academic Dean, the Chainnan 
of the Faculty shall preside, or in his absence, the Acting 
Faculty Chainnan. In the event of his absence, the Chairman 
of one of the standing committees, in the order of precedence 
listed in Article VII, Section l{i) shall preside. 
(a) The presiding officer shall be without vote except 
in the event of a tie. 
(vi) The agenda for meetings of the Faculty shall be estab-
lished by the Faculty Council. Special items for the agenda 
shall be included on petition signed by ten percent of the 
Regular Members. The notice and agenda of any regular or 
special Faculty meeting shall be circulated to the Faculty 
by the Secretary of the Faculty not less than five days 
before the meeting. 
(vii) A quorum shall consist of thirty-five Regular Members. 








(viii) "Robert's Rules of Order (Revised)' shall be used in 
governing all meetings of the Faculty except when in conflict 
with the By-Laws. 
(ix) A Parliamentarian shall be appointed by the Faculty 
Chai nnan. 
Section 3. EZactiona and Tenure of Office . 
(i) Nominations for elective office, except Department 
Representatives and Alternates , shall be presented by the 
Nominating C011111ittee. Additional nominations, except for 
Faculty Chairman, may be made from the floor during the 
election meeting. Additional nominations of any Regular 
Member for the Office of Faculty Chairman may be made to the 
Nominating C011111ittee for circulation to the Faculty not less 
than five days before the election meeting. Each nominee 
must consent to having his name placed in nanination. Election 
shall be by written ballot. 
(fi) Results of the election shall be published to the 
Faculty within a week after the election meeting and shall be 
certified to the Council by the Nominating Co11111ittee at the 
first regular Council meeting following the election meeting. 
(iii) All newly elected Faculty officers, including Department 
Representatives and Alternates, shall assume office at the time 
of the first regular Council meeting following the election 
meeting. 
(iv) If two or more members of the same co11111ittee are to be 
elected at the same meeting, the member receiving the largest 
number of votes will be elected for the longest term and the 
member receiving the smallest number of votes will be elected 
for the shortest term. 
(v) No person may hold a particular elective office for more 
than two consecutive tenns. 
(vi) The office held by any me~ber of the Faculty scheduled 
to be absent from the Monterey area or otherwise unavailable 
for duty is considered to be vacant upon co11111encement of such 
unavailability. Vacancies of three or more consecutive quarters 
shall be permanent, while those of shorter duration shall be 
temporary. Vacancies in the office of Department Representative 
or Alternate shall be filled by election by members of 
the Department concerned. Vacancies in all other offices shall 
be filled as specified in Article V, Section 2(vi). 
Article V FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section 1. M1!111be/!~h.i.p. The following are members of the Faculty 
Council: 
(f) The Faculty Chairman; 







(ii) Three Faculty Representatives; 
(iii) The Department Representatives, one from each Academic 
Department,- except that a Department having 60 or more Regular 
Members of the Faculty shall elect two Department Representa-
tives, and except that if a Department has five or fewer 
Regular Members of the Faculty, the Faculty Council shall 
determine whether the Department shall have its own Department 
Representative or shall be merged with another Academic 
Department for the sole purpose of electing a single Department 
Representative for the two Academic Departments. For the 
purpose of this section, the Defense Resources Management 
Education Center and th~ Aviation Safety Programs shall each 
be considered to be an Academic Department; 
(iv) The Chainnen of the Standing Faculty Conmittees; and 
(v) The Secretary of the Faculty. 
(vi) When the Chairman of a standing colllllittee is unable to 
attend a meeting of the Faculty Council he shall designate 
another member of the convnittee to attend in his place. This 
member shall be entitled to vote on all matters before the 
Council. 
Section 2. Vut..i.e~. The duties of the Faculty Council shall be 
(i) consider all problems, policies, and procedures that are 
of concern to the Faculty; 
(ii) determine the agenda for Faculty meetings; 
(iii) assign studies of problems, policies or procedures to 
the appropriate conmittee(s), and to receive and act upon 
these reports; 
(iv) report actions of the Faculty Council to the Faculty; 
(v) circularize matters to be presented to the Faculty, such 
circularization to be made by the Secretary of the Faculty at 
least five days before the meeting at which the items are to 
be discussed; 
(vi) appoint members to fill permanent vacancies in elective 
offices except those of Department Representatives and Alter-
nate, the appointed member to serve until the next election 
meeting of the Faculty at which time the office shall be filled 
by election; and at its discretion to appoint members to fill 
temporary vacancies, the appointed member to serve until the 
regular member resumes office. Appointees to the standing 
c0111nittees shall serve as junior members; 








(vii) annually elect at the first l!leeting following the 
election meeting of the Faculty from among the Faculty 
Representatives and Department Representatives four members to 
serve on tne Executive Board; 
(vii i) annually select at the first meeting following the 
election meeting of the Faculty frell among the Faculty 
Representatives and Department Representatives one member 
to serve on the Research Council and one member to serve 
on the Computer Council; 
(ix) receive and audit at the first meeting following 
the election meeting of the Faculty, the accounting by 
the Retirement, Insurance and Special Functions Co11111ittee 
of funds in its custody; and 
(x) to elect two nominees for Faculty Chairman for the 
following year at its last meeting prior to the Faculty 
election meeting . The nominees shall be elected from 
among the current Faculty Representatives, Department 
Representatives and Chairmen of the Standing Faculty 
Co11111ittees . 
Section 3. Faculty Clra.h unan. There shall be a Faculty 
Chainnan whose duties include: 
(i) presiding at meeting~ of the Faculty Council and 
Executive Board; he may designate a Faculty Council member 
to preside in his place during all or any part of the meeting; 
(ii) transmitting Faculty Council proceedings requiring 
response to the Superintendent or his designated representative 
via the Academic Dean; 
(iii) representing the Faculty at every appropriate forum; and 
{iv) perfonning other duties that may be assigned by the 
Faculty Council or Exec:1ti ve Board. 




the Faculty Chairman; 
the Secretary of the Faculty; and 
four members of the Faculty Council who are 
either Faculty or Department Representatives. 
{ii) The duties of the Executive Board shall include: 
(a) to provide for an Acting Faculty Chairman to 
serve in the absence of the Faculty Chairman; 
(b) to establish the agenda for Faculty Council 
meetings; 
(c) to deal with all matters relating to the pro-
fessional status of the Faculty as a group; 







(d) to be cognizant of the activities of all 
Faculty standing and temporary conmittees 
(Article VII, Sections 1 and 2); and 
(e) to perform all other duties assigned to it by 
the Faculty Council. 
Section 5. ~fce tin96. (i) The Faculty Council shall meet on a regular monthly 
basis during each Academic Quarter except during the month of 
the regular Faculty meeting and at other times as necessary. 
(ii) The Executive Board shall meet weekly during each 
Academic Quarter except for the weeks of the Faculty Council 
or regular Faculty meetings. 
(iii) A quorum is a simple majority of the Faculty Council 
members, and voted action requires an affirmative vote of a 
majority of the members present. 
(iv) All members of the Faculty as defined under Article IV, 
Section 1 are entitled to attend the ~eetings of the Faculty 
Council. Upon recognition by the presiding officer, Faculty 
members may address the group. 
(v) The presiding officer is without vote except in case 
of a tie. 
Article VI SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY 
Section 1. There shall be a Secretary of the Faculty. He shall 
serve in this role at meetings of the Faculty, Faculty Council, and 
the Executive Board. 
Section 2. TC!Jlm 06 066~cc. The Secretary of the Faculty shall 
be elected for a two-year period by the Faculty at the election 
meeting of the Faculty . 
Section 3. In the absence of the Secretary of the Faculty, the 
Faculty Chairman shall appoint an acting Secretary. 
Article VII FACULTY COl+IITTEES 
Section l. Stanc:Ung Comm.{.ttc~. 
(1) There shall be five standing c0111nittees: Professional 
Practices; Scholarship; Retirement, Insurance and Special 
Functions; Plans and Facilities; and Nominating. 
(ii) Each standing co111nittee shall consist of three 
elected members with each serving for three years except that 
terms of one, two, or three years may be assigned according to 
the number of votes received when necessary in order to allow 
one-third of the membership of each co11111ittee to be elected 
each year. 







(iii) Eligible Faculty shall be appointed to fill vacancies 
as defined under Article V, Section 2(vi). 
(iv) Of each individual conmittee the elected member who 
has served the longest current continuous period shall be 
chainnan. In the case of two elected members of equal length 
of current service, the member with the shortest remaining 
tenure shall be chairman. If all members have been appointed 
by the Faculty Council, the member who has served the longest 
period of his current term shall be chainnan. The phrase 
"longest current continuous period" shall be interpreted as 
including not more than one elected term. 
(v) A standing corrmittee may establish sub-corrmittees for 
special purposes. The Chairman of a sub-c01T111ittee shall be 
a member of the parent cORmittee. 
(vi) All c01T111ittees, except Nominating and Professional 
Practices, shall report to the Faculty Council and to the 
Faculty at regular Faculty meetings. 
(vii) The Nominating Conmittee shall report directly to 
the Faculty annually and to the Faculty Council as required. 
Section 2. Vutic.L 
( i) r1106cH.io11al P11ac.Uc.c.L The duties of this Corrmi ttee 
shall be to provide counsel and assistance to individual 
Faculty members and to the Administration, when requested, 
in matters relating to individual grievances and ethics. 
The conmittee, where necessary, will present the matter to 
the Executive Board for further consideration, but will not 
present such matters to the Council or Faculty unless directed 
to do so by the Executive Board. 
(if) Sc.hota1u/1.ip . The duties of the Scholarship Corrmittee 
shall be to study all matters of scholarship as they apply to 
the Faculty and Student Body; i.e . , teaching load, curriculum 
development, requirements for the awarding of degrees, etc. 
( 1 ii) Rc.tillemc11t, ln6u1ta11c.e and S~cc.ia.t Fuuc t.ion~. The 
duties of this Conmittee shall be to study all matters 
relating to retirement and insurance as they affect the 
civilian members of the Faculty; to collect, have custody of, 
expend, and account for all funds intended for special functions; 
and to assist in planning and organizing special events and 
social obligations of the Faculty. 
(iv) Pla.11~ and Fac.,i.li..tl~. The duties of this Conrnittee 
shall be to represent the Faculty on matters concerned with 
the use and development of land and facilities in support of 
the School ' s mission; and to provide liaison between the 







Faculty Council and the Admini strative Plans Officer in the 
development of detailed plans for future academic buildings, 
facilities and support services. 
(v) Nom{ mt.U. 119 . The duties of this Conmittee shall be to 
present at least two candidates in nomination for each elective 
office to be filled according to Article IV, Section 3; to 
present candidates in nomination for temporary elected conmit· 
tees when so instructed in the fonnative motion; to keep 
records of past and present membership of all col!ITlittees and 
sub-co11111ittees; to act as tellers and record the vote in all 
elections and other matters coming before the Faculty in which 
voting by written ballot has been specified; and to act as 
Sergeant·at·Arms at all Faculty meetings . 
Section 3. Tcmpoir.tH!f Conrn t.ttec.h • 
. (i) A temporary comnittee may be created and its duties 
outlined either by action of the Faculty, the Faculty Council 
or the Faculty Chairman. 
(ii) Members of a temporary co11111ittee shall be elected or 
appointed as specified in the formative motion if the committee 
is created by action of the Faculty or the Faculty Council; 
otherwise they shall be appointed by the Faculty Chairman. 
(iii) A temporary conmittee is automatically dissolved at the 
end of the second quarter following its inception unless its 
term is extended by actions of the Faculty Council or the 
Faculty. 
Article VII I DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES 
TO THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section 1 Department Representatives shall be elected in 
accordance with Article V, Section l(ii) . 
(i) Election shall be by secret ballot at a regular 
department meeting during the Fall Quarter, but not less 
than two days prior to the first regular Council meeting 
following the Faculty election meeting. An Alternate 
with concurrent term, shall be elected to serve in his 
absence. A Second Alternate may be elected to act in the 
absence of the Department Representative and the Alternate. 
(ii) The results of the election shall be transmitted by 
the Department Chairman to the Secretary of the Faculty 
prior to the first regular Council meeting following the 
Faculty election meeting . 
Section 2. Te11u1te 06 066.ice. Except as otherwise provided 
herein, each Department Representative shall serve for three years . 
The term of the Alternate from the same Department shall run con-
currently. The tenn of office shall begin at the time of the first 
regular Council meeting following the Faculty election meeting, 
except that the term of a Department Representative or Alternate 







elected to fil 1 a vacancy shall conmmce upon his election and shal l 
extend to the end of the tenn of the Representative or Alternate he 
replaces. Initially; tenns of one year, two years, or three years 
may be assigned by lot, drawn by the Secretary of the Faculty, among 
all the Academic Departments so as to allow about one-third of the 
membership to be elected each year. If two departments are merged, 
both Department Representatives shall continue in office until expira-
tion of their elected terms. 
Section 3. Nom.i.na,ti.on. A nominating committee of the Academic 
Department shall present a slate of eligible candidates. Additional 
nominations may be made at the Academic Department's election meeting. 
The Department Chainnan is not eligible for the nomination. 
Section 4. If the Department Representative of an Academic 
Department is elected Faculty Chainnan, then the Alternate shall 
become acting Department Representative with full privileges as 
a me~ber of the Faculty Council. 
Section 5. Vu.tie!> 06 VcpaJLtmrnt Rcp!le.&c 1ita.t.lv~~ and AUe1wat~L 
Each Department Representative shall keep the Faculty of his 
department informed concerning discussions in and action by the 
Faculty Council. He shall represent the interest of the department 
faculty in the Faculty Council. The duties of Department Representative 
Alternate shall include assisting the Department Representative in 
the perfonnance of his duties. 
Article IX FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES 
TO THE FACULTY COUNCIL 
Section l. Three Faculty Representatives shall be elected by 
secret ballot at the Election Meeting of the Faculty. 
Section 2. Each elected member shall serve for three years, 
except that initially the candidate receiving the largest number 
of votes shall serve three years, the candidate receiving the 
second largest number shall serve two years and the candidate 
receiving the third largest number shall serve a one-year term. 
Article X AMENDMENTS 
These By-Laws may be amended provided that a notice of the pro-
posed action has been circulated at least five days before the 
Faculty meeting at which the action is to take place, a quorum is 
present, and an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the voting members 
present is obtained. 
Adopted 
Amended 
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Article IV, Section l(iii) 
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rACUL'l'Y !>At.Alt\' ::iCHt:;UUt.t:; 
(ACADEMIC SESSION) l/ 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
s s s s s 
T · T T T T 
E INSTRUCTOR E ASSISTANT PROFESSOR E ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR E PROFESSOR E ADMIN FACULTY 
?. ~ ! ? ~ !!. ?. ! !: ?. g !! ? ! 
1 18. 218 7 22,928 17 28,357 25 33,897 211 38,434 
2 18,851 8 22. 654 18 29, 11511 26 34,5911 21 Jl,127 
3 19,485 9 23,288 19 29. 742 27 35,282 22 31,819 
4 211, 118* u 23,921 28 311,434 28 35,975 23 32,512 
5 28,753 28,75) 11 24, 554 21 31,127 31,127 29 36,667 24 33,2115 
6 21,386 21,386 12 25,188 22 31,819 31,819 Je 37,3611 25 33 , 897 
7 22,1128 22,1128 13 25,822 2J 32,512 32,512 31 38,1153 26 34, 591 
8 22, 654 22,654* 14 26,456* 24 33,285 33,285 32 38,891 27 35,282 
9 23,288 23,288 15 27,1189 27, 1189 25 33,897 33,897 JJ 39, 729 39,729 28 35,975 
111 23,921 23,921 16 27, 723 27,723 26 34,599 34,598 )4 48, 567 48,567 29 36,667 
11 24,554 24,554 17 28,357 28,357 27 35,282 35,282 35 41,485 41,485 38 37,368 
18 29,11511 28 35,975* 35,975 )6 4 2, 243 42,243 31 38,853 
19 29,742 29 36,667 36,667 37 43,1181 43,081 32 38,891 
211 )11,434* 38 37,3611 37,3611 38 43,919* 43,919 33 39,729 
2l Jl,127 31 38,853 38,1153 39 44, 758 44. 758 34 48,567 
22 31,819 32 38,891 38,891* 48 45,595 45,595 35 41,485 
23 32,512 33 39,729 39, 729 41 46,434 46,434 36 42,243 
24 33,285 J4 411,567 411, 567 42 47,271 47 ,211 37 43,1181 
25 3],897 35 41,495 43 . 48,1111 48,118 38 43,919 
26 )4 ,598 36 42,243 44 48. 947 48,947 39 44. 758 
27 35,282 37 43,981 45 49, 785 49,785 411 45,595 
28 35,975 38 43,919 46 511,62) 41 46,434 
29 36,667 J9 44,758 47 *51,461 42 47 ,211· 
)II 37,]611 411 45,595 48 52,31111 4l 48,lU 
31 38,953 41 46,434 49 53,137 44 48,947 
32 38,891 42 47,271 511 53,976 45 49,785 
• MadlD!lll in-hiring rate 51 54,813 46 58,623 
52 55,653 47 51,461 
•• The rate of basic pay for employees at these rates is liaited SJ 56,489 48 52,31111 
by section 5373 of Title S of the United States Code to 54 57,327 49 53,137 
$69,3117 for the academic session. 55 58,166 511 53,976 
56 59, 1183 51 54,813 
l/ Compensation for academic duties in addition to those performed 52 55,653 
in the academic session will be based on ~he salary for the 53 56,489 
academic session. An academic 54 57,327 
session ls 217 days. February 1987 55 58, 166 
56 59,083 
APPENDIX B(CH 115, 11 Mar 87) 57 59,842 58 68,688•* 
59 61,518•* 

















The Policy Regarding Appointment, Promotion, Salary and Tenure of 
Office of the Civilian Members of the Faculty, as approved by the Assis-
tant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower and Reserve Affair~ ). ls contained 
in Appendix A. The current salary schedule 1s found 1n Appendix B. 
Those matters covered by the policy In Appendix A will not be dupli -
cated In this section. Amplification of subjects will occur as necessary. 
CIVIL SERVICE STATUS OF CIVILIAN FACULTY 
A brief statement of the Civil Service status of the faculty is given 
in Appendix A. page 1. section 2. The phrase •Excepted Employee· is some-
times used when referring to a member of the civilian faculty regarding 
his Civil Service status. This phrase means that certain employees of 
the Federal Government falling within that category are appointed to Navy 
Department positions with regard to special Civil Service Appointment Re· 
gulations. According to these regulations, the Civil Service Colllllisslon 
ls authorized to approve appointments without competitive examination when-
ever it finds that the duties or compensation of the poiition are such, or 
that qualified persons are so rare, that in the interest of good Civi l Ser-
vice administration, the position cannot be filled through open competitive 
examination. ~ederal Personnel Manual, Chapter 213 entitled, "Excepted 
Appointment," states in part: 
"a. Authority. Excepted appointments may be made under 
Schedule A, B, or C of Civil Service or at times under authority 
of special Acts of Congress, or under executive orders giving 
special authority. Employees appointed to excepted positions 
do not thereby attain competitive status. 
"b. Schedule A. Positions listed under Schedule A are excepted 
frDlll competitive Civil Service examinations and are excepted from 
competitive service . • . . Effective 1 April 196S, the positions 
under Schedule A which apply to the entire Department of Defense 
that are used by the Department of the Navy are as follows: 
"(1) Professors, instructors and teachers in the United 
States Naval Academy, the United States Naval Postgraduate 
School, and the Naval War College." 
In summary, it may be stated that, in accordance with all the fore· 
going, the civilian members of the faculty are employed as civilian em-
ployees of the Department of the Navy in the "Excepted Service;" and they 
are subject to the laws, regulations and directives applicable to all Navy 
Civilian Personnel, unless specifically exempt therefrom. It follows, 
therefore , that this unique status of the civilian faculty members causes 
administrative situations unusual in civilian academic institutions. 
V-1 
STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
The faculty member is guided by the deep conv1ct1on of the worth 
and dignity of the advancement of knowledge. He thus has the responsibility 
to himself to live up to hi ' potential and to develop and i prove his full 
professional activities. He recogni zes that his academic career is a full · 
time job. 
As a teacher, the professor has responsibilities to his students to 
encourage their free pursuit of learning , remembering his role as intellec• 
tual guide and counsel lor. He holds before them the best scholarly stan-
dards of his discipline. He bears in mind all the 1~hile the School's 
educational mission, and thus he always consider s applicability to the 
officers' future requ i rements. He earns the respect of his students and 
of his colleagues as regards his teaching, both in and out of the classrooni. 
As a scholar, he de~elops and maintains his reputation among his 
professional peers outside the ~chool through such activit ies as publi-
cation, consulting, active participation in learned societies , i nteraction 
with other Navy activities, etc . He recognizes his responsibility to his 
subject to seek and state the truth as he sees it, and he therefore devotes 
his energies to developing and improving his scholarly competence. 
As a member of the faculty, the professor has thP. obl igation to his 
fellows to exercise good academic citizenship by full partici pation in the 
government of the faculty, including the acceptance of corrmi ttee duties, et(. 
He remembers that his ac tivities in all sphe~es of academic l ife i nteract 
with those of many of his colleagues, and hence considers his actions i n 
that light. He recognizes also his responsibilities to t he administrative 
operation of the School by direct participation and by adherence to the 
stated regulations. 
Final l y, as a member of the Naval Postgraduate School and of the Navy 
corrmunity, the professor has a special responsibility to insure tha t his 
professional activities are consistent with the mission of the Navy. He is 
aware of the importance of graduate education to the Naval officer and is 
thus corrmitted to achieving educational objectives useful to the officer 
throughout his career. 
PROCEDURES ON FACULTY PROMOTIONS, TENURE, AND PAY STEP INCREASES 
I . PROMOTIONS AND TENURE 
A. Regular Procedures 
l. Before a faculty member is recommended for promotion in rank 
or pennanent tenure on the Naval Postgraduate School facul ty, there 
will be a review of his professional qualifications and a recom-
mendation to his department chainnan made by departmental colleagues. 
The specific procedures for this colleague-review are at t he discre-








2. The depart111ent chairman will make~ recomnendation to the 
Academic Dean vfa the appropriate Division !Wan. This rPCOlllllP.ndation 
wfll be supported by appropriate doclllll!ntatlon specified ~Y the Aca-
dellfc Dean and will include the written reconnendation of the candi-
date's departniental colleagues. 
3. Annuolly there wfll be a SPrle~ of meetings of the deans. the 
dtpartment chairmen, the Faculty Chaf rmdn, ~nd the Chal~n of the 
Faculty Professional Practices C011111ftt~e tn ronslder all rec011111enda-
tfons. All of the participants In the meetings shall have rereived 
copies of the department recOlllllendatlons and docUllM!ntation for oil 
candidates. At these roeettngs, e~ch department chainuan will prP.• 
sent his candidates for consideration. After full discussion, the 
participants in the meetings (with the exception of the Chairman of the 
Professional Practices Comnlttee) will indfvfdually make their recom-
111end1tfon~ regarding all candidates to the Acad~lc Dean. 
4. The Academic Dean will consider the rec011111endatlons and will 
consult with meinbers of the Dean's Council and others whom he deeais 
appropriate. He will then make his recoa111endatlons to the Superinten-
dent. 
B. Alternative Proredures 
There may be cases in which faculty memtier~ have not tu>en reclllll-
niended or have been reconmended negatively by their department~. In 
such a case, the tndtvldual faculty lllefllber or his colleagues or de-
part.lent chat nnan, with the metllber' s ronsent, may request the Faculty 
Professional Practices Co111T1fttee to consider his qualifications and 
to determine whether to recommend him for promotion or tP.nure. If the 
Committee decides to recomnend a candidate in such a c~~e. It shall 
pursue the following procedures: 
1. The Professional Practices ConmttteP will preP.<Jre a recom-
.endatfon and supporting documentation ~lmllar tn those developed by the 
department chalnnan fn the regular procedures . 
l. At the nM!Ptlngs where other candtdatPS ire ronsldered, the 
chalnnan of the Profes~tonal Practlres Cnmnttt~e wf 11 present the can-
didate for consideration and discussion. TherPafter. the alternatP 
procedures are the same as the regular procedures. 
There .ay also be ca~es tn which a faculty ineaiber Is reconwnended 
for promotion or tenure by hts department chalrmiin. hut thdt recOCll-
.endatfon is denied. The faculty memher. his colleagues, and/or hts 
chalnnan may request the assistance of the Professton4I Practices Com-
mittee in appealing this adverse decision to the AcadP.mlc Dean. The 
Conmlttee shall determine whether ~uch an appeal Is Justified and, ff 
so, how it should be pursued. 
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II. PAY STEP INCREASES 
Each department chairman shall consider annually all 
meabers of the department who are not already in the 
highest step of t'tle pay scale and shall submit to the 
Academic Dean via the Division Dean, a priority list of 
step increases in salary based upon the chairman's 
evaluation of the faculty member's achievements and 
potential. The Academic Dean, in turn, will make recom-
mendations to the Superintendent. 
III. NOTIFICATION OF THE FACULTY MEMBER 
The department chairman shall advise each faculty mem-
ber in the department of the recommendations the chairman 
proposes to make to the Academic Dean regarding promotion, 
tenure, and/or pay step increase for that faculty member 
before the chairman submits such recommendations to the 
Dean. Notification of final decisions by the Superintendent 
will be made in writing by the Academic Dean to all faculty 
members who are promoted, granted tenure, or awarded step 
increases in salary. Further, written notification of 
termination will be provided to any faculty member who is 
denied tenure. If a department chairman's recommendation 
is denied in an individual case, the reasons for such 
denial will be communicated to the chairman by the Academic 




As a complement to the regular faculty, the adjunct 
professoriate increases institutional flexibility and pro-
vides a means for responding to a diversity of programmatic 
needs that is difficult to satisfy in the short term within 
the administrative parameters of the regular faculty. 
A!l adjunct appointments are non-tenure track and 
offers of employment explicitly state this fact. Such 
appointments are for periods of less than one year and may 
or may not be renewable depending upon conditions set 
forth below. Appointments are made as either adjunct 
teaching professor or adjunct research professor. Further, 
all such appointments are considered rankless in the sense 
of distinctions between the academic titles ranging from 
instructor to full professor . 








II. ADJUNCT TEACHING PROFESSOR 
Such appointees must possess the qualifications for 
teaching expected of regular faculty appointees . Research 
ability and record are not considered as criteria for 
appointment or p~rformance evaluation. Adjunct teaching 
faculty are employed i n a teaching role, although they may 
engage in research to maintain professional vigor. Their 
temporary appointments may not be renewed for more than 
five years . 
III. ADJUNCT RESEARCH PROFESSOR 
Such appointees must possess the qualifications for 
conducting research expected of regular faculty appointees. 
Teaching ability is not a criterion for appointment or 
performance evaluation. Adjunct research faculty may be 
offered repeated appointments so long as programmatic needs , 
available reimbursable funding and performance warrant. 
While adjunct research faculty are encouraged to participate 
in thesis advising and in limi t ed classroom activity to 
complement their research, they will not have primary course 
responsibility for more than six credit hours of instruction 
in each year of appointment. The approval of the Division 
Dean will be required for any teaching assignment . 
ACADEMIC WORKLOAD 
The full-time academic workload has been established as 
eleven contact hours per quarter. Academic tasks other than 
instructing in the classrooms and laboratory are included 
in this figure on an equivalent basis; e.g., the duties of 
the Academic Associates in curriculum matters, the super-
vision of theses, supported research , and departmental 
administrative tasks. 
ACADEMIC COUNSELING 
Academic counseling is the responsibility of the 
Curricular Officers, Academic Associates, and the individual 
members of the faculty . The counseling program is designed 
to encourage students to seek assistance when advice is 
desired or the first indications of academic difficulties 
develop. At the begi nning of each quarter, each faculty 
member should post office hours and notify the classes 
of the schedule, and encourage students to arrange appoint-
ments in cases of schedule conflicts . Office hours should 
be maintained conscientiously and should be distributed over 
the week to acco1111Dodate the students. 




The establishment or discontinuance of degrees is the 
responsibility of .the Academic Council. No curriculum can 
be gi ven degree credit nor may any candidate be awarded a 
degree unless so reCOIJllllended by the Academic Council. The 
requirements for adm·ission to degree candidacy and the 
award of the various degrees offered are described in the 
Policy Manual of the Academic Council, a copy of which is 
maintained in each department office. 








All faculty members in a pay status are expected to attend the com-
mencement exercises in academic costume or military unifonn, as appropria te. 
Military faculty members who hold a Ph.D. degree are authorized to wear 
academic robes. The detailed instructions for commencements are published 
a week before each event. 
CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
In addition to curricular programs the Naval Postgraduate School con-
ducts a continuing education (CE) program through the Office of Continuing 
Education established in June 1974. The duties of this office are deli-
neated in the Naval Postgraduate School Staff Instructions. The principal 
activities of the program are as follows: 
1. Development and off/on campus delivery of short courses 
designed to provide technical updates to officers in their sub-
special ty areas or to meet specific needs of comnands, 
2. Development and off-campus delivery of selected courses in a 
self-paced self-study mode for academic credit, and 
J. Educational counseling for flavy officers. 
The development and delivery of the continuing education courses are 
perfonned by the Naval Postgraduate School faculty who teach in the curri· 
cular programs and by selected guest lecturers. All of the existing cur-
ricular programs are represented in the CE course offerings. Faculty 
participation in this program Is part of the nonnal faculty workload, exactly 
like teaching duties in curricular programs. The principal responsibility 
for the maintenance of academic standards in continuing education courses 
lies within the academic departments. Faculty who participate in this program 
remain under the supervision of their department chairmen, except for staff 
members of the Office of Continuing Education. 
CONSULTING 
The School, recognizing that outside consultation in his field has the 
potential for enhancing the professional competence of a faculty member, 
sanctions consulting activity which does not interfere with his performance 
of his full duties at the School. Consulting activities not in excess of 
the equivalent of one day per work week, on the average, are considered in 
conformity with this rule. The faculty member, in accepting a consulting 
agreement, does so as an addition to his full-time employment by the School, 
and not as a substitute for a portion of it. 
A faculty member is required to inform the Academic Dean of any pro-
posed engagement in extra-School employment for remuneration. This can be 
initiated through completion of a fonn (available in department offices) 
for this purpose, designed to give the essential items regarding the pro-
posed consulting arrangement. The completed form is to be submitted via 
the department chainnan and division dean to the Academic Dean. 
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A faculty member contemplating a consultancy conrnitment should, for 
his own legal protection, acquaint himself with the pertinent Government 
regulations on conflict of interest and on dual compensation. In particu-
lar, the Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5370.2F on "Standards of Conduct," 
the Naval Postgraduate School Instruction 11011.2F, the Judge Advocate 
General's Memorandum of 24 May 1961 on dual compensation statutes, and 
37 U. S. Code 80l(a) bear on these questipns, The SECNAV Instruction ts 
available at the Library for perusal, and a copy of the NPS Instruction 
and the JAG Me1110randum are available in the department offices. 
The conflict of interest statutes have a great impact upon consulting. 
The constraints imposed by an ever-Increasing concern for conflicts of 
interest make the fonnulation of a consulting agreement a matter of impor-
tance to the faculty member involved. tar~lessness in the formulation of 
agreements or thoughtless actions by either the faculty member or the con-
tractor can lead at least to embarrassment and possibly 1s far as civil 
prosecution, and they may serve as grounds for dismissal from government 
service. 
There are certain general guidelines which should be followed when 
consulting with outside institutions. The most Important of these is 
that a Government em lo ee ma not en a e in an activit which mi ht result 
In a con ct o nterest or even t e appearance of a cunf ct o nterest. 
J'lrOlil6lted acts Include: {a) the use of a Government position or Government 
facilities for private gain; (b) the use of a Government position to give 
preferential treatment to any individual or organizatlor.; (c) any action 
which might impair the individual's comple~e independence or impartiality; 
and (d) the making of a Government decision outside of official channels. 
The conflict of interest statutes have been interpreted as applying not 
Qtlly to the individual but also to members of his immediate f~mily. Offi~ers 
on active duty, such as military members of the faculty, are constrained by 
the laws and regulations which govern commissioned service. 
The attention of faculty members who are engaged fo consulting or other 
pr ivate activities ls invited to those sections of the DOD directive refer-
enced above which prohibit the use of government facilities, property aQd 
manpower for other than officially approved activities. For the purposes 
of this directive sanction of consulting activity does not imply immunity 
to the conditions of the DOO directive. Faculty members therefore may not 
use School equipment such as instrumentation, computers, etc., nor the ser-
vices of secretaries or other School staff in connection with their consul t-









The Naval Postgraduate School encourages faculty professional travel 
whfch has clear potential value to the School. Plausible reasons include (not fn priority order): 
a. Improvement of curricula and courses. 
b. Recruiting . 
c. Familfarfzatfon vfsfts to .Naval Installations and discussion of 
Navy problems. 
d. Advancement of professional proficiency and reputation of the 
faculty. 
Purpose d.fs served, for example, by presentation of a scholarly paper 
at a professional society meeting or conference, and by particfpatfon fn the 
affairs of a professional society via officership or membership on an official 
cDlllllittee of the Society. 
Travel funds are public monies and are never unlfmfted. Their judicious 
utilization and conservation is a responsibility of each faculty member and 
each Department Chairman. To maximize the total professional benefits deri-








Corrrnercfal air travel by tourist class wherever feasible (see JTR, 
Vol. 2, Chapter 6, Part E). 
Utilization of military aircraft where practicable (see NPS INST 
4630.2 series). 
Limitation of duration of a trip to the sensible minimum required 
to accomplish the purposes of the trip. 
Consolidation of trips, where feasible. 
Use of BOQ facflfties whenever available and practicably located. 
Where there exists a choice of meetings at which to present a paper, 
or serve some other appropriate purpose, the geographically closest 
meeting fs to be favored, ff no appreciable loss of benefit to the 
Naval Postgraduate School ts incurred thereby . 
FACULTY TRAVEL SUPPORTED BY RESEARCH FUNDS 
Faculty professional travel mentioned above ts reasonably well protected 
against abuses or undesirable excesses by the general limitation of funds 
available. For this reason, there is currently no fixed lfmft to the cost 
of a trf p. 
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Ho sfmflar natural restraint exists in the case of travel supported, 
in whole or in part, by sponsored research project funds. Some restraint 
is desfrablet however, to avofd establishment of two classes of faculty tn 
the matter of professional travel policy. At the sar:.e time, ft ts desired 
to give some degree of preference to those faculty members whose initiative 
and stature hav~ been instrumental in securing sponsored research support. 
FOUNDATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 
a. Foreign Travel. The Research Council does not approve funding 
of foreign travel tn ttie Foundation Research Program. There are no exemp-
tf o~s to this policy. Foreign travel ts considered to be any travel outside 
the United States and Canada. 
b. Domestic Travel. 
(1) Travel necessary for a Foundation Project is norl1lill l y 
approved by the Council at the time the proposed project 
is accepted by the Council, 
(2) In keeping with the need to obtain research support through 
direct talks with prospective sponsors, to participate in 
technical conferences as a session chairman and to present 
p~pers, the Dean of Research wf l l, on an Individual basis, 
norl1lillly approve use of Foundation funds for these purposes 
where sponsored research funds are not ava i lable . 
SPO~SOREO RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
All requests for t ravel should be listed tn the proposals submitt~d 
to a prospective sponsor. For all forei gn travel, wri t ten authorization 






The basic policy regarding sabbatical leave, as oromulgated by the 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower and Reserve Affairs ) , is found 
in Appendix A, pa9e a, section 15. The fo l lowing policies and procedures 
are in amplification and implementation of t hat basic policy. 
There ls no fixed period that must elapse before a faculty member 
is eligible for sabbatical leave or that must occur between such leaves. 
In general, the minimum time interval may be expected to approximate the 
traditional six years; but it may be shorter. The anticipated profes-
sional benefit from the sabbatical leave is more important than timing. 
However, only a small number of sabbatical leaves is available at any 
one time. 
A faculty member 111shinq to be considered for a sabbatica l eave 
should make written application on a fonn available frcm the office of 
the Academic Dean. In order to integrate sabbatical leaves into the 
fiscal year planning cycle at both the Departmental and School levels, 
aoplications for the next fiscal year will be considered once a year, 
w'ith applications due 1 April. Applicants wn1 be infonned of approval 
or disapproval by 30 June. 
The application should describe fu l ly the anticipated professiona l 
benefit to be derived from the sabbatical leave and any specific 
activities planned during the leave period. The cognizant department 
chairman shall obtain the cOlllllents and recanmendations of a committee of 
faculty in the department and shall append these to the application. 
He/She then forwards the application to the Academic Dean 'lia the Dean 
of his/her Division with his/her own conrnents and recamiendations also 
appended . 
Applications .,.,;11 be evaluated by a Sabbatical Lea ve Advisory 
Comnittee comoosed of faculty members appointed by the Academic Jean. 
This Corrmittee prepares a wri tten appraisal of the professional benefit 
that may be expected to derive from the proposed sabbatical leave and 
makes a •1ritten recommendation of approval or disapproval. These are 
forwarded to the Academic ~ean along with a lriority ranking of al l 
outstanding applications in that qroup which are favorably recarmended 
by the Comnittee. 
The primary criterion for grantin9 sabbatical leave is the demon· 
strated potential for the enhancement of the value of the faculty member 
to the educational program of the 'laval Postgraduate Schoo l through 
advancement of his/her capabilities as a scholar. Representative clans 
for a sabbatical leave might include such things as preoaration to teach 
in a new academic area, scholarly research and investigation, :he ~riting 
of scholarly materials, formal study of new developments in one's area of 
specialization, study or research ~ n the comoany of schol ars at other 
institutions, or other means of broadening one's intell ectual ~orizons . 
A faculty member on sabbatical l eave Is ~xpected to devote 1is/ her 
time and efforts primarily to the planned :>uroose of that leave. :f addit1onal 
~ compensation might be anticipated durinq the leave, the nature of the work ~or 
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the canpensation and its relationshio to the objectives of his/her leave 
should be described on the application. 
Facu l ty members on sabbatical leave will be considered for pay incre-
ments, promotions. and tenure in the usual way. 
During the academic quarter after his/her return from a sabbatical 
leave, a faculty member should report to his/her colleagues on his/her 
scholarly activities during that period . In this way, the diverse benefits 
of Many sabbaticals may help enrich the scholarship of the entire faculty . 
Faculty members wishing to pursue formal courses of study are encour-
aged to apply for support under the ~avy's Long-Te!T.1 Training and Education 
Program for Civ il Ian Employees (cf . the firmediately following section and 
Appendix A, oage 9 , section 17) . While this orogram is technically dis-
tinct from sabbatical leave, its effects are essentially the same when 
sabbatical leave would be used for stuay; it may be considerably more 
advantageous to the individual. 
LOtlG-TERH TRAINiflG MID EDUCATIOO PROGRAM 
Section 16 , page 9, Aopendix A, indicates the basic oolicy of this 
program. It is the policy of the t1avy Department to provide long-term 
training essentia l to the accomplishment of its mission . Long-term 
training refers to training consisting of 120 consecutive trainin9 days or 
more, in either Government or non-Government training fac i l i ties and in 
mangement or wi thin speci a 1 ization subject matter categories. This 
training and education must have high ~otential value to the ~avy Depart-
ment and must ~e related to specific functions and responsibilities , 
either current or those of the foreseeable future. The training must 
relate to the employee ' s performance in his/her ~resent assignment ~r in 
planned future ass ignments . The employee must have demonstrated aptitude 
for the training and ~ust have arr1ved at a point ! n ~ is/her career 
development ·~here the tra i nfng opportunity is appropriate. 
This program comes under the purview of the Civil Service C011111ission 
and full spec ffics may be found in the SECMAV Instruction 12410 .1 2 series. 
A l ong lead time between application and implementation is required si nce 
the requests for : raining are forwarded to the Chief of Maval Education 
and Tra ining and the Director, Office of Civilian Personnel for approval 
Trai ning for the sole purpose of obta ining a degree or for personal benefit 
is not authori zed under this program. Facul ty members interested in ex-
ploring the full aspects of this program should contac t their department 
chai rman . 
THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 
for the lDproved policy see Appendix A, oaqe 3, sections 12 and 15. 
'!'he bas ic goals of the 'laval Postgraduate School's research program are: 
a. To create the opportunity for ~he ~ nd iv idual facul ty member 
to engage in or i9inal research directed toward !dvancing the frontiers 






of knowledge , and thereby to inaintain the currency of knowledge which 
is essential to the conduct of graduate education and the gu idance 
of graduate thes i s work, and 
b. To enrich the instructional program by encourag i ng faculty 
members and associated students , through personal involvement, to 
become acquainted with the scientific and technolog ical problems 
facing the Navy and with the key personnel responsi bl e for the pro-
grams attacking these problems . 
It is accepted that a strong faculty research program i s a necessary and 
integral part of graduate education . As an ins titution whose prime mission 
is advanced education, it is proper that NPS should have a research program 
"to sustain atademic excellence" by havin<:J faculty personally involved in 
the advancement of knowledge. It is assumed, further, that the quality 
and relevance of the research is such that its results will assi st the Navy 
and the Department of Defense in the solution of t heir problems . 
The individual faculty member, in initiating and prosecuting a research 
project, accepts not only a personal responsibil i ty to hi mself, hi s sponsor 
and the Nava 1 Postgraduate Schoo 1 to conduc t the agreed-upon resea·rch 
as effectively as possible, but also t o str ive for a proj ect that i s truly 
research in the context of the stated goal s , and is not solely routine data-
ta king or testing . The probability that results achieved wi ll be published 
in the professional journals should be reasonably high. 
In order to achieve appropriate momentum and progress in a research 
project, faculty members may be released from teaching during any academi c 
year up to one-half time, during which their salaries are paid out of re-
search funds. (Thesis supervision is construed as teaching in this connec-
tion. ) In exceptional cases, full-time professionals of academic stature 
are employed on a pennanent bas is solely to engage in research. 
There are two types of supported research programs within the Naval 
Postgraduate School, namely foundation and sponsored. The bas i c difference 
between the two is the source from which funds are received . The foundation 
program is supported by block grants to the School from the Chief of Nava l 
Research and the Ch ief of Naval Material . The sponsored program comprises 
individual projects approved and supported by one or another sponsoring 
command or agency. 
I. THE FOUNDATION RESEARCH PROGRAM. The Foundation Research Program exists 
to provide support for faculty who are initiating research programs and to 
enable them to conduct their research to a stage which would establish the 
merits of the program and demonstrate its potential in a manner which could 
attract the support of a potential sponsor. The program is also intended 
to provide continuing support of productive programs that are so fundamental 
in nature or of such character that it is difficult or Imposs ible to obtain 
sponsor's support. 
It is the function of the Research Council to recomnend to the Academic 
Dean the allocation of the resources of the Foundation Research Program as 
equitably as possible among the faculty submitting proposals for research 
support under this program. 
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The Research Council invites proposals from all the faculty who desire 
support of their research under this program. The investigator is re-
quested to describe In his proposal the specific problem upon which he is 
planning to work, his knowledge of the current status of the field, the 
expected cost of equipment, suppl ies, personnel support, and the time he 
plans to devote to the program. 
The proposal is submitted to the Council via the Department Chairman, 
who certifies that the faculty member can be spared from teaching for the 
time Indicated in the proposal and that the department facilities are avai l-
able. The Department Chai r"Dan will make such other co11111ents as he deems 
pertinent. 
After the proposal Is submitted, a member of the Counci l interviews the 
investigator and discus5es his proposal wl th him, to secure any collateral 
9r additional information dee-sed to be helpful to the Counc i l ln arriving 
at its recorrmendations. 
While In the main, the Council is composed of faculty actively engaged 
tn research, it does not com;ider itself fully qual lfled either to judge 
in deta11 the scientific meri t of the research or to specify the conduct of 
the program. The Council attempts rat~er to assess the profess fonal caliber 
of the investigator and to estimate the degree to wh i ch an investment in the 
particular investigator and research program will be productive. The Counci l 
does take into account the past research activity of the investigator, as 
well as the general area of the research proposed, its 3ppropriateness to 
the llaval Postgraduate School, and its relevance to the instructlona'l program, 
II. THE SPONSORED RESEARCH PROGRAM. The Dean of Research can provi de 
assistance In discoveri ng -potenttal sponsors for a proposed project. To 
solicit support for a sponsored project a faculty investigator submits an 
official proposal to a potent ial sponsor over the signature of the Super-
intendent, or his designated agent, for approval. This proposal may or may 
not be preceded by or based upon informal discussions with t he potential 
sponsor. 
The proposal is reviewed by the Department Chairman, who determines lf 
the content of the program is compatible with the goals of the department, 
if the scheduled faculty release time is acceptable and if the necessary 
department services and facilities are available to the program. The Depart-
ment Chairman then endorses the proposal, If It ls acceptable, and forwards 
tt to the Dean of Research who reviews the proposal for consistency with 
School policies, compatability with DOD and llavy directives and regulations, 
and verifies the costs. The proposal is then forwarded via the Academic 
Dean for information, final review and signature. 
If the proposal is accepted by the sponsor, all project funds are re-
ceipted for by the Comptroller in the name of the Superintendent. Final 
approval for any obligation against the funds of a sponsored research pro• ject Is dependent upon the nature of the obligation, but, consistent with 








and accepting the project, no one other than that faculty member, as 
principal investigator, may initiate any obligations against the project 
funds. The Comptroller and the Dean of Research provide assistance to 
the faculty investigator In the management of project funds within the 
framework of Naval Postgraduate School policies. 
Faculty members may be retained during their intersessional period to 
work on approved sponsored research projects, if their salaries are paid 
out of project funds. Within the restraints imposed by billet ceilings and 
other externally generated constraints, semi-professional technicians and 
other supporting personnel may be employed a ~ necessary to assist faculty 
with sponsored projects and the thesis students assCJC iated with the project. 
Since the research program is identified with the Nava 1 Pos lgraduate 
School and its resources are committed to the project execution, the Super-
intendent is the executive agent in the submission of the proposal and 
acceptance of the funds in the name of both the Nav~ l Postgraduate School and 
the investigator. It is appropriate and required that each report to a spon-
sor be routed, via the administrative chain for information and approval, to 
the Superintendent for official forwarding. This chain Includes the Depart-
ment Chairman, the Dean of Research, and the Academic Dean. An annual re-
port is considered the minimu• reporting frequency on any project where 
frequency of reporting is not specified by the sponsor. The investigator 
is advised of dll sponsor requirements and where possible, the Dean of Re-
search provides assistance such as typing, report preparation, etc., as 
required by the investigator. 
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH TOURS AT NAVAL LABORATORIES 
Cooperative tours at Navy research facilities during the intersessional 
period provide many civilian faculty members the opportunity to do research 
at Navy/Government laboratories and keep abreast of current Navy research 
problems in their fields of interest. Arrangements for a cooperative tour 
are initiated by the individual faculty member. 
SHIPBOARD VISITS 
The Naval Postgraduate School arranges for visits aboard Navy \;hips 
for faculty members. All civilian and military faculty are encouraged 
to participate in this program, especially those who have never been a-
board a Navy ship. 
Visits can take one of two forms. If a ship is visiting Monterey, 
then short tours of the ship will be arranged and notices as to times 
and 1 ocat Ion wi 11 be distributed to a 11 faculty. 
The second form is that of occasional short indoctrination cruises for 
groups of up to six people. Shipboard cruises are usually aboard aircraft 
carriers and normally embark from Alameda or San Diego, California. Each 
participant is expected to cover all of his expenses either through his 
department's funds or out of his own pocket. These expenses include travel 
to and from the port of embarkation and the cost of meals while on ship-
board. Each participant is also expected to make his own arrangements for 
having his classes covered. 
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COPYRIGHTS 
The literary property rights of government officers and employees 
are not affected by their government employment providing thefr literary 
product has not been produced as part of their off ic ial duties. (For 
clarification, see Digest of Opinions , Judge Advocate General of the 
Armed Forces, Volume 9, page 163, 1959-1960.) All publications not requi.-e4, 
$pecifically, of a faculty member as a part of hi s teaching or research 
assignment, will be recognized as having been prepared on his own time and 
not as part of his official duties. 
In connection with any publication involving a copyright and falling 
within the scope of this policy, the concerned faculty member, for his own 
legal protection and that of the tlaval Po\tgraduate School, will complete 
the affidavit form available in the office of the Academic Dean. This 
affadavit may be notarized at the Legal Office of the School. 
The referenced JAG Opinion is directed solely to the question of copy· 
right entitlement. It does not alter the policy of the flaval Postgraduate 
School that diversion of School secretarial or equipment time to prepara-
tion of manuscripts to be col!lllercially marketed i5 not authorized. 
SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED MATTER 
The regulations goverring access to and custody of classified Informa-
tion, papers, and materials are prescribed in OPtlAVINST 5510. lC. Those 
provisions having the most colllllon applications to the faculty, together with 
local instructions, are set forth in the Naval Postgraduate School Instruc-
tion 5510.5A. A copy of both instructions mentioned above is maintained 
in each department office. It is intended that every member of the facult) 
be clearable for access to classified information, although mos t mPmbers 
of the faculty rarely handle classified materials. 
Because of the professional military interests of the s tudents at the 
Naval Postgraduate School, it is often desirable and sometimes necessary 
that, during discussions in the cl~ssroom or Indiv idually wi th the i nstruc-
tor, facts and information which bear high and sensitive military security 
~lassifi cations be introduced. For this reason, it is expected that a 
faculty member will receive and maintain a security clearance of at least 
SECRET, with exceptions only in special ca~es. In the case of facul ty 
members who are not U. S. citizens, current regulations prohibit continui ng 
a SECRET clearance beyond five years. 
STANDARDS OF ATTIRE 
The followi ng standards of attire are prescribed within the main 
grounds of the Naval Postgraduate School for all military personnel at-
tached to the School. Civilian faculty members are expected to observe 









Conventional clothing of neat and clean appearance is required in 
Hernnann Ha 11, the academic buildings , the llavy Exchange, and the sur-
rounding areas. Shorts, T-shirts, dungarees, and athletic clothing are not 
pennitted in the above areas. (Faculty members are expected to wear coat 
and tie, or other conventional business attire, during the working day.) 
For evening functions and meetings in academic buildings, in King 
Hall, and in the Commissioned Officers' and Faculty Club after 1800, 
either coat and tie or turtleneck shirt is required. 
Appropriate athletic dress may be worn while enga~ed in athletics 
and while proceeding to and from athletic activities (except swim suit 
or similar abbreviated attire). Athletic dress is not pennitted in the 
Quarterdeck area or main entrance of Hernnann Hall. T-shirt or jersey 
top is required to be worn on the tennis courts. Casual attire may be 
worn while proceeding to and from the swill'!lling pool or tennis courts. 
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
Parking and traffic regulations are given in Naval Postgraduate School 
ln~truction 5560.ZA. Th~y are surrmarized below. 
Persons operating motor vehicles on NPS property register their vehicles 
with the Security Police and have a current vehicle Station Pass affixed. 
To receive the 3tation Pass, all vehicles must carry a minimum of S15,000/ 
$30,000 public liability insurance and $5,000 property damage insurance. 
The maximum speed on NPS property is 15 mph unless otherwise posted. 
Speed limits are radar enforced. Violators are cited to the Federal 
Magistrate. 
The operation of vehicles on NPS property is in conformance with the 
regulations of the California ~1otor Vehicle Code. Special restrict1ons 
regarding operation of motorcycles and scooters are contained in NPS 
Instruction 1020.lC. 
Parking assignments and regulations are explained to all personnel when 
they register their vehicles with the Security Police. Each faculty mem-
ber is assigned a parking lot. Carpooling is strongly encouraged. In 
addition to conversing energy, it allows NPS to provide preferential park-
ing spots to members of carpools. 
All vehicular and pedestrian traffic, whether military or civilian, comes 
to a complete stop for the duration of Horning Colors (0800) and Evening 
Colors (sunset). 
JURY DUTY 
California law does not exempt teachers from jury duty, and most Naval 
Postgraduate School faculty can expect to be called to serve. When that 
happens, the faculty member should of course notify his department chair-
man. Further, he should as quickly as possible communicate with the jury 
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cOC1111issioner to request special consideration . While experiences vary 
from court to court and from time to time , mos t f~cul ty members who have 
been called feel that the local court officials have been most helpful 
in adjusting periods of service to coincide wi th intersessional periods, 
to fall on particular days of the week on which the professor was free, 
and to avoid previously planned travel . 
NOTE: The Federal Personnel Manual requires that individuals cal led 
for jury duty be placed in a court leave status. Thi s l eave does not 
count against annual leave because tlii!l"ndividual has been administratively 
authorized to perform the duty. Because the government loses the indivi-
dual 's services for the day in question, it requires that any payment for jury service (except mileage payments) be returned to the Treasurer of t he 
United State$. Faculty members on fntersessional will not be recalled to duty 
and placed on court leave. Indivi duals called for court duty while on an-
nual l eave should inform the Civilian Personnel Office so that they can be 
placed in court leave s tatus. The change of statu~ will not occur unle~s 
notice is given. For complete infonnation see Naval Pos t~raduate School 



























The Naval Postgraduate School operates under a quarter system, with 
each tenn of instruction lasting 12 weeks. The last week of each quarter 
is set aside for examinations. In addition, there are two 2-week recesses 
during the academic year, one over Christmas and one during June-July. 
Classes are scheduled in SO-minute periods from 0810-0900 through 
1610-1700. The Class Scheduler, under the Dean of Academic Administration, 
is responsible for developing the schedule for each quarter fro the stu-
dent programs, within the limitations imposed by facilities. The respon-
sibilities of the Class Scheduler, the Department Chainnen, and the Curri-
cular Officers in the scheduling process are set forth in NPS INST 5010.3 
Because of the increasing complexity of composing workable schedules, 
requests for special scheduling consideration in the develop-ent of class 
schedules are entertained only in circumstances justifiable on the basis of 
direct benefits to the Naval Postgraduate School. Such requests are to be 
submitted to the Office of the Dean of Academic Administration by the Oe-
part~ent Chairman concerned. The requests should state the basis for the 
requested exceptions. Direct requests to the Class Scheduler are to be 
eschewed. 
Once the class schedule for a quarter is published, changes in the pub-
lished schedule will be considered only for intrinsically pertinent reasons 
which include: resolution of hour or room conflict, provision of a more 
adequate classroom or laboratory, correction of radical imbalances in class 
sizes, or change of instructor assignmP.nt to schedul~d courses to prov ide 
better instruction or to consolidate faculty schedules. Other alterati ons 
in published schedules for faculty and/or student convenience are discouraged, 
and in no case are to be considered where multiple meetings of a segment on 
a given day would result. 
All requested changes in the published schedule are to be co1T111unicated 
directly in writing to the Class Scheduler by the Department Chairman con-
cerned. When time is of the essence, the change requests may be made by t he 
Chafnnan by phone with subsequent confirmation in writing. Requests justified 
on bases other than those specifically mentioned above will be referred by the 
Schedule to the Dean of Academic Administration for approval. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
The Academic Council has established the following policy for the 
grading system of the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Students' performance is evaluated on the basis of a quality point 
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Courses may be designated for Pass/Fai l grading when requested by 
the acade~ic depart~nt and approved by the Academic Council . his 
desi gnation has been appl i ed to seG1inar courses, etc . Additionally. 
a s tudent may elect to take a coU'F'Se in the P/F mode if approval is 
granted by both his Curricular Officer and the appropriate Department 
Chairman. The P/F option is allowed only for courses which are not 
requ i red to satisfy degree or curriculum requirements. However, hours 
earned by the grade "P" are counted toward fulfill Ing course hours 
specified by the degree requirements. 
A grade of Incomplete (!), if not removed within twelve weeks fol-
lowing the end of the tenn for which it was received, will be replaced 
by the grade 00 x• . Exceptions must be individually approved by the 
Academic Council. 
When the quarter hours value of a course is ultiplied by the quality 
point number of the student's grade, a quality point value for the stu-
dent's work in that course is obtained. The sum of the qua l ity points 
for all courses divided by the sum of the quarter hour va l ue of all 
courses gives a weighted numerical eval uati on of the student ' s performance 
termed the Quality Point Rating (QPR). A studen~ achieving a QPR of 3.0 
has maintained a B average in all courses undertaken with a proper weight 
assigned for course hours. Sati sfactory academic proficiency at t he Naval 
Postgraduate School has been established at a QPR pf 2.0 for all courses 
of a curr iculum. 
The computation of Quality Point Rating for use In determini ng quali-
fication for an academic degree shall be based on : 
a . Al l courses taken at the Postgraduate School while the 
student is enrolled in the curriculum leadi ng to that degree ~ 
b. Any other courses taken at the Postgraduate School which 






Each student must be registered in each course in which 
the &tudent is a candidate for credit, not later than the 
end of the second week of the quarter, except when trans-
ferring fr~m one curriculum to another. 
Bach student will receive a mark in every course in 
which the student is registered. If a student drops a 
course after registering in it, the student's mark will be 
"W" if the instructor considers that the student was passing 
at the time of withdrawal, and "WX" if the student was 
failing. A 11.ark of "W" will not have any effect on the 
student's scholastic standing. A aark of "WX" wi : l be con• 
•idered in all respects to be the same as an "X" received 
upon completion of the course. 
The academic record of a student may be deleted com-
pletely for a given quarter when the student is absent for 
a portion of the quarter for medical reasons. The trans-
cript will show "Excused for the quarter for medical 
reasons." However : 
a. The student shall not be permitted to delete 
only a portion of the student's courses for 
this reason. The grade of "W" or "WX" shall 
be used when it is necessary to withdraw from 
only a part of the program. 
b. Such deletion shall be requested by the 
Curricular Officer and approved by the Dean 
of Academic Administration. 
Deviations from the procedure outlined above will be 
made only with the approval of the Academic Council. 
A student may repeat a course for the purpose of 
improving the student's grade with the grade received 
originally was either "D" or "X," provided such course 
repetition is taken at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Approval must be granted by both the Curricular Officer 
and the Department Chairman concerned. 
INDEPENDENCE OF STUDENT WORK 
All work submitted by a student for a grade in any 
course shall be the work of that student alone, unless 
prior explicit permission has been given by the instructor 
to do otherwise. It is the instructor's responsibility to 
establish and clarify the ground rules that apply to all 
graded exercises, including homework, projects, lab reports, 
papers and examinations . If any doubt exists concerning 
the degree of independence of student work that is expected, 
it is the responsibility of the student to resolve the 
question prior to undertaking the work. The primary 
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ol>Jective of this shared responsibility between instructor 
and student is to prevent misunderstandings. 
If an instructor suspects that a violation has 
o'curred. tho instructor may wish to discuss this with the 
1tudent(s) involved, .require reexamination, or take other 
appropriate measures desianed to prevent any future 
violations. If the instructor feels there is substantive 
•vidence that a violation has occurred, tho instructor is 
adviaed to discuss the circumstances and evidence with 
tho department chairman, In cases where tho evidence 
ieol!IS conclusive to the instructor and chairman, the 
•atter will bo brought to the attention of the cogniiant 
c~rricular officer. The grade assigned in the course is 
tho sole prerogative of the instructor, however t~o 
instructor should not apply grade penalties except for 
confirmed violations. 
REPORTING OP REGISTRATION AND GRADES 
Tho procedure for faculty reporting of registration, 
chaiigos in reaistration, grades, and changes in grades, are 
4escribed in ~aval Postgraduate School Instruction 5211.2 
Hl'ies. 
Although no school auidelines have been stated for 
arading practices, some criteria for valid grade changes 
~ave been set forth in NAVPGSCOLINST 5211.2 series to pro-
vide consistent practices by all instructors and fair and 
' equal treatment for all students, The procedures for, and 
.iilMI devoted to, preparation and submission of course marks 
•hou1d· allow opportunity for impartial judgment of the marks 
assigned. The judgment completed before the submission of 
the grades should be done with sufficient care so as to be 
defensible and not subject to later appeal on grounds of 
•isj udgment. Consequently, reasons for changes in gTBdos 
should be submitted only for reasons from the following 
categor~es: 
a. Aritluaetlc errors in calculating grades. The 
discovery of one error by the instructor should 
lead to recomputation of all grades so th•t 
every student gets equal treatment. 
b. ClericaJ errors. Typically this may be an error 
in transcribing grades from one list to another. 
c. Make-up of Incomplete. The grade of 
may be assigned if a signficant part 
has not been completed, The make-up 
be judged with the same standards as 
regular quarter's work. 
lnco111ple~e "I" 
of the course 
work should 
used for the 






These requests must be submitted within twelve weeks 
foliowing the end of the quarter for which. the grades 
were given. 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
Final examinations may be given only during the final 
examination period at the end of each quarter. Examination 
Schedules are prepared and distributed by the Class 
Scheduler. To facilitate common examinations for students 
in different segments of the same course, the Examination 
Schedule provides a common examination period, or contiguous 
examination periods, for all segments of the same course. 
QUESTIONNAIRES AND SURVEYS 
Any surveys or testing of groups, other than that 
associated directly with concurrent courses in the edu-
cational program of the students, must be approved jointly 
by the Dean of Academic Administration and the Director of 
Programs. 
Request for approval of such group-testing should be 
accompanied by: 
a. Sample copies of the tests or questionnaires; 
b. Statement of the purpose of the testing; 




A statement of the proposed schedule of the tests, 
identif ication of the student group affected, and 
responsibility for administration of the test; and 
Proposed custodianship of the testing data, together 
with description of measure to protect privileged 
or sensitive information. 
The Graduate Record Examination and graduate degree-
qualifying examinations are approved testing programs of 
the School. 
All other group - testing, either newly proposed or pro-
posed for continuation, must be submitted for approval in 
accordance with the above procedure. 
STUDENT COMMENT ON INSTRUCTION 
Student comment on the effectiveness of each faculty 
member's instruction is obtained by means of the Student 
Opinion Form, which is uniformly administered at the end of 
each regular course. 






Distribution and collection of the questionnaires in a faculty 
~er's course should be accOlllJ>lished toward the end of the quarter 
and in a raanner designed to insure a response from each of the stu-
dents and to preserve the anonymity of each student. The question-
naires are machine-processed under the administrative responsibility 
of the Faculty Scholarship Committee. For each class, only numerical 
data sunnaries are forwarded to the Department Chainnan. A copy of 
the numerical SUlllllilry and the original forms are returned to the 
instructor. The Department Chainnan will utilize the information 
as he sees fit to assist him in discharging his responsibilities for 
improvement of instruction. The Faculty Scholarship Conrnittee and 
the Department Chairman will consider the cOlllpleted questionnaires, 
or any part thereof, as privileged information. Release of these data 
to third parties will not be made without the consent of the con-
cerned faculty member. Student conment-on-instruction questionnaires, 
properly structured, properly solicited, and properly used, possess 
a potential for substantial contribution toward the general improve-
~nt of instruction at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
SMOKING AHO BEVERAGES IN CLASSROOMS A.~D LABORATORIES 
Navy Regulations which strictly limit smoking in enclosed areas 
are applicable to all military and civilian personnel at the School. 
SlllOking is not permitted at any time in elevators or formal 
lecture rooms or in any classroom, auditorium, or conference room. 
Smoking in laboratories is permitted, at the discretion of the in-
structor, only if adequate ventilation is provided. 
Smoking is not permitted, of course, in any area where flarrmable 
liquids are being used, or in the vicinity of stored flamnable liquids. 
Beverages in classroD111s and laboratories are prohibited by School 
Regulations. Limited janitorial services are unable to cope with 
overturned coffee cups, sticky soft drinks, etc. 
The Knox Library limits smoking and beverages to designated 
areas . Smoking and beveraqes are not allowed in King Hall at any 
time. 
Similar regulations also apply to students . 
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The specific provisions of the following Civil Service Benefit pro-
grams will be found in the several volumes of the Federal Personnel Manual 
prepared by the Civil Service COllllllsslon. The following Sulllllilrles are for 
general Information only. Faculty members should consult with the Civilian 
Personnel Officer if they need specific information. In addition, the Faculty 
Retirement and Insurance Corrrnittee continu~lly reviews programs which affect 
or can be of interest to the Faculty. 
RETIREMEllT PROGRAM 
Participation In the Civil Service Retirement System is mandatory for 
all Civil Service employees with appointments of more than one year The mem-
ber contributes 7% of his basic salary and the Government contributes a like 
amount to the Retirement Fund. The basic salary includes the salary for the 
Academic Session and any additional salary fur the Interses sional Periods. 
The system provides retirement and survivor benefits for the member and his 
family. The amount of the basic annuity depends primarily upon the length of 
service and the highest average salary of three consecutive years of service. 
A member is eligible for a full annuity on retirement at age 55 if he has com-
pleted at least JO years of service, at age 60 if he has completed at least 
20 years of service, or at age 62 if he has completed at l east five year~ of 
service. Retirement is mandatory at age 70 if the member has completed at least 
fifteen years of service. 
This annuity is reduced if (a) his civilian service includes service for 
which no retirement deductions are deposited, or (b) the member elects a survivor-
type annuity. A member may withdraw his contribution to the fund if his employ-
ment in the Civil Service is terminated for a period of at least 31 days and if 
he is not el lgible for retirement at the time of his separation. Jn any event, 
a member of the Retirement Fund ls guaranteed a return from the fund which is ot 
least equal to his contributions. 
Members planning retirement should consult the Civilian Personnel Office, 
at least four or five years before the effective retirement date. for counseling 
on the best time of year to retire as well as on the effects of working one or 
more of the lntersessional Periods during the last three years of employment. 
FEDERAL EMPLOYEES' GROUP LIFE lNSURAtlCE 
Faculty members. except under temporary appointments. may participate in 
the term Insurance program of the Civil Service Commission. The cost to the 
member is approximately 42( for each biweekly period during the member's aca-
demic session for each Sl,000 of Insurance. The required amount of coverage 
is the menter's annual salary for the academic session rounded to the next highest 
thousand plus $2,000. The benefits ~nclude double indemnity for accidental death 
and payment for accidental loss of one or more limbs or eyesight. The life in-
surance continues after retirement, except for the double indemnity and dismember-
ment clauses, at no cost to the member. When a retired member reaches age 65, the 
amount of the life insurance decreases 2% per month until it reaches 2s: of the 
original coverage . A member ls automatically covered on first employment unless 
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he has signed a Waiver of Life Insurance Coverage." If the member 
elects to enroll in the program at a later date, he will need to pre-
sent evidence of his insurability by undergoing a complete physical 
examinatlon at his own expense. He must also be below age 50, and a 
year must have elapsed since the date of the waiver. 
There is also an Optional Life Insurance Program, under which the 
faculty member may obtain an additional $10,000 life insurance. The cost 
is based on the individual ' s age. 
An employee ' s regular and option~l insurance continue without cos t 
to him while he fs in a non-pay status for up to 12 months, at which t ime 
they cease. The 12 months non-pay status ~ay be continuous or broken by 
periods of less than four consecutive months in·p~y status. 
HOSPITALIZATION AND MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE 
Provis ion is made for the participatipn of o:iembers and their families 
under government-wide contracts with either the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
programs or the Aetna Life Insurance COllll>any. with the Goverruneot contri-
buting each month toward the cost of enrollment. The provisions of these 
two programs differ in detail and the program which b~st fits the needs of 
the individual and his family should be selected . Enrollment ts optional 
and can be cancelled at any tim~ . Since coverage is voluntary, appli~ations 
for group coverage are received by the carriers only on first employment or 
at set times thereafter. Members with temporary appointments of a year or 
less are not eligible for participation. The total amount of the member's 
annual contribution to thiz program ts deducted during the academic session. 
Therefore. deductions are suspended during the lntersessional Period for those 
members in a pay status. 
Enrollment continues without salary withholdings or contributions by 
the Government for up to 365 days of non-pay status. such as Leave without 
Pay and/or the lntersessional Period. The non-pay status is considered 
t onttnuous for this purpose unless it is interrupted for a period of pay 
status of four months or more. The foregoing is stated in general terms: 
ciembers are advised to consult the Civilian Personnel Office for detai l s. 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
As employees of the Federal Government, faculty members do not par-
t icipate in the Old Age and Survivors Insurance provisions of the Social 
Security Act. unless they are serving under appointments of less than one 
year. The Civi l Service Retirement Fund is offered instead of this program. 
WORKMAN'S COMPEtlSATION AND MEDICAL CARE 
The Federal Employee ' s Compensation Act provides compensation for 
disability, death and medical care for civilian employees who suffer in-jur ies due to the performance of their duties. This medical care includes 
first-aid and full medical care for the effects of an injury, including 
hospita l ization (without cost) at a government facility or other medical 
facility designated by the employer. It is important that such injur ies, 








Officer, since Medical Expense Insurance plans do not cover on-the-job 
injuries. 
At the discretion of the Senior Medical Officer, Navy medical 
facilities are available for the minor treatment of ailments of civilian 
employees. If the illness requires continuing care, the employee is 
referred to his private physician. tledfcal care for dependents of c1v111an 
employees is not available. 
MILITARY LEAVE 
Civilian faculty members participating in a reserve program of the 
Armed Forces are expected to arrange to take thei r annual training duty 
during their intersesslonal period . In those cases where training can be 
performed only during the academic session, the faculty member sh~uld secure 
approval for military leave in advance of P.ntering Into a training duty 
comnltment. The leave application should be forwarded to the Dean of Aca-
demic Planning via the cognizant Department Chairman. 
LEAVE 
Members of the civilian faculty earn annual leave while they are in a 
pay status, the number of days depending upon their years of service. In 
addition, they earn 13 days of sick leave each year. The amounts earned 
are reduced pro~ortlonately for any part of the year a member is in a non· 
pay status . The law granting these types of leave Is administered by the 
Civil Service C011111ission, and members of the civilian facul ty are governed 
by the Commission's regulations applying to the associated benefits. 
The Federal Civil Service status of the civilian faculty of the Post-
graduate School causes a lesser flexibility in the f aculty ~mber's use of 
the Christmas recess period and of the "tenth month" of hf s ac.ader-ic year 
than that existing in civilian universi t ies. 
During the faculty member's ten-month academic year, the Civil Service 
Regulations recognize only two possible types of employee status: (a) work 
status, or (b} leave status (annual , sick, holiday, or leave without pay). 
This means, in particular, that a facul ty member must be in one or the other 
status during the periods such as the Cnristmas recess, or the non-teaching 
period comprising the tenth month of tht academic year appointment. During 
time in periods of this sort, when a faculty member is not In one leave status 
or another, he is therefore required to be engaged in, or available for, work 
for the School . 
Some faculty members customarily spend such non-leave time on research, 
professional writing, course writing, or similar scholarly activities with 
the concurrence of the Department Chairman. Other faculty members may be 
designated by their Department Chairman to undertake other necessary tasks 
for the Department or the School, such as preparation of laboratories and ap-
paratus for the quarter, teaching of refresher courses, departmental admini-
strative work, etc. Faculty members wh!I do not expec t to be available for 
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non-teaching dutfes during these periods are expected to subm1t leave re-
quests for the days of non-availability. 
Cfvfl Service Regulations require that each faculty member must be 
provided an opportunity durin9 any calendar year to take the annual leave 
e~rned durfng that year. Such leave may be taken only during the faculty 
member's ten-month academic year, and the period when it is taken is sub-ject to the approval of the Department Chairman. However, with the con-
currence of the Department Chairman, the individual faculty member may 
arrange for his academic year to be so defined that his »tenth month~ oc-
curs when it would best suf t hts purposes for using his annual leave. 
Cfvf lian faculty members may be granted an/!'Ua l leave for e~ergency 
reasons at any time. Except in cases of emergency, civil1an faculty mem-
bers may not be granted extended leave during the academic ses~ ion when 























SCHOOL FAC Ill 
ACADEMIC FACll ITIES 
I. LIBRARY. The Dudley Knox L ibrary \4 rves the research and the instruc• 
tional needs of the students. faculty and Haff of the School. Its collec-
tion parallels the School's curricular fields of engineering, government, 
management, naval sciences, and physica l sdences. The complete services 
and procedures of the Library are described in a brochure available from 
the LI bra ry. 
The Library maintains a list of all publ icatfons of the Faculty re· 
ported since lgso. A copy may be examined In the library . From this 1 ist, 
the Cataloguer in the Office of the Dean of Acadei:ifc Administration pub-
lishes an annual open literature bibliography which is distributed to all 
departinents. Faculty members a re requested to report to the Librarian the 
complete biographical data reqarding all books and articles that they pub-
lish. Forms for this purpose are available fro1:1 the Li:Jrary. 
II. COMPUTER CENTEq, The W. R. Church Computer Center provides a full 
range of computatiocal services in support of instructional, research, 
and.administrative activities. These services are based on an IBM 360/67 
computer system which includes two processors; four different levels of 
storage including 2 11illion bytes of core , 4 million bytes on a drum, 32 
disk drives with an on-line capacity of l.5 billion bytes, 9 ma!metic tape 
drives; two 1 ine printers, two card readen; 35 co:miunicatlon ports for a 
variety of hard-copy, video and oraphlcal terminals located in the academic 
buildings. 
The Center offers users severa 1 modes of service including batc'1· 
processing, general ·purpose time-sharing and graphical data processing. 
In addition, the Center's professional staff provides a consulting service 
in all aspects of computer use. 
Ill. OTHER FACILITIES. The evolution of the instructional and research 
programs of the Naval Postgraduate School has resulted in a number of special 
facilities, most of which are used in support of both progralllS. Some of 
these facilities are listed below. 
1. Oceanographic Research Vessel. The 126 ' research vessel ACANIA is 
operated for the Nava T Postgraduate School by the Department of Oceanography. 
Sponsored by the Oceano!jrapher of the Navy, the ship Is fully equipped for 
oceanographic work and for boundary layer meteorolO!IY studies. She has 
facilities for 12 scientists on longer cruises and is operated by a civil 
service crew of six. 
2. Hybrid Computer and Simulation laboratory. The Naval Postgraduate 
School Hybrid Computer laboratory is a direct access computer complex which 
provides instructional and research capabilities in the areas of CDIT'~uters, 
computer conmunications, signal processing and system simulation, in addi· 
tion to its well known computer graphics capabilities. The work of the 
laboratory is experimental, constantly concerned with new methods and 
techniques. 
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3. Ocean Ac oustfc Uave Facil it.v . 
4. Aeropropu Is ion Laboratortes . 
5. Plasma Physics Laboratory. 
6. Anechol c ChambeTS. 
7. Antenna Measurements Facility. 
8. Mind Tunne1s; subsonic, transonic, and supersonic. 
9. Aero strength of structures facil Hies. 
10. Spectcqraphs of high qua11ty covering a wide Nnge of the spectnJlll . 
11. Nuclear Magnetic and Electron Precession Resonance Facilities. 
12. Van de Graaff Acce1erator. 
13. 100 Hev Linear Accelerator. 
14. Small Rocket laboratory. 
15 . Human Factors Engineering laboratory. 
16 . Earth's Field Magnetometers. 
17 . Metals Creep laboratory . 
18. Precision Frequency Standards and VLF Propagation laboratory. 
RECREATl01' FACIUTIES 
The Naval Postgraduate School's IB·hole golf course is a11ailable to 
faculty members upon payment of Jrecns fees or a monthly membership fee . 
A driving range and putti ng green ore also l ocated on the golf course site. 
A second putting green is loca ted adjacent to Herr- ann Hall . 
An outdoor, heated swi11111ln9 pool is located on the campus. It is open 
from May through October on Tuesdays through Sundays Fr om 1200 to 1800. 
Curing the remainder of the year the pool is closed. However , the sauna 
bath, slloWers, and dressing rooms are open year·ro~nd from 1100 to 1500 
Monday through Fr iday, except on national holidays . 
Other physical recreation f1te llities include a gymnasium with handball 
and squash courts, a softball field, tennis courts, bowl lnq lanes, and 
plcn1 c grounds. 
The Recreat ion Offi ce , located In the basement of Herrmann Hall, has 
current folders and maps for the many camping areas, motels, and recrea· 
tional and entertainment facilities in California. Civilian faculty niem· 
bers may obtain recreat ion passes for the JSe of all recreation facilities 







A variety of athletic and recreation equipment, including tents, 
steeping bags, camping trailers, and camping equipment, is available for 
check-out from the Recreation Gear Issue Room located in the gymnasium. 
Athletic equipment is available at no cost, but a nominal fee is charged 
for the use of camping equipment. Since ca~ping trailers are in limited 
supply, officer students' reservations are qiven fir5t priority during 
holiday periods. A complete list of available item5 and costs, where 
applicable, may be obtained either from the Gear Issue Room or at the 
Recreation Office. 
PERSONAL SERVICE FACILITIES 
I. BANKING. A banking facility of the Monterey Branch of the Bank of 
America is located in the basement of Herrmann Hall, near the Student 
Mail Center. This branch handles any ban~ing transaction with the excep-
tion of granting loans. Normal hours of operation are Monday throuqh 
Friday from 1000-1500. On ~ilitary paydays, however, the bank is open 
from 0900-1500. 
Faculty members may have their paychecks deposited directly to their 
accounts at this bank or any any bank or savings and loan association. 
Arrangements for this service are made at the Civilian Personnel Office. 
II. CREDIT UNION. The Monterey Peninsula ~lavy Federal Credit Union is 
also located in the basement of Herrmann Hall. The Credit Union i ~ owned 
and operated by its members, who are personnel attached to the Naval Po5 t-
graduate School or other tlavy activities in this area, ds well as retired 
military and civilian personnel. Hours of operation are from 0945 to 1600 
Monday through Friday. The purpose of the Credit Union is to furnish eli-
gible personnel with a convenient savings account plus low interest rates 
for loans. Dividends are paid quarterly on savings. 
III. COw-!ISSIONED OFFICERS' ANO FACULTY CLUB. The use of all of the social 
and recreational facilities of the Commissioned Officers' and Faculty Club, 
with the exception of the Package Store, is extended to civilian members of 
the Faculty. There is no club membership fee. The Club's facilities in-
clude the main dining room, cocktail lounges, and several rooms available 
for private parties on a reservation basis. 
IV. BARBER SHOPS. The main Barber Shop located in the Navy Exchange Build-
ing is available to civilian faculty members. Its hours of operation are 
from 0630 to 1630 Monday through Saturday. In addition, there is an ap-
pointment Barber Shop in the basement of Herrmann Hall. This is open from 
0830 to 1630 Monday through Friday. 
V. FOOD SERVICES. The Commissioned Officers' and Faculty Club provides 
cafeteria service for snacks and lunches from 0700 to 1315 Monday through 
Friday. Lunch is served from 1100. The Navy Exchange operates a cafeteria 
in the basement of King Hall that is open from 0730 to 1330 Monday through 
Friday. The Exchange also has a snack bar beyond the ballroom on the first 
floor of Herrmann Hall. This snack bar is open from 0730 to 1515 Monday 
through Friday. During the summer months. a snack bar is in service at the 
swinmi ng poo 1. 
VIII-3 
Vl. POST OFFlCE. A branch of the U. S. Post Office is located at t he 
rea~ of Herrmann Hal l . It ls open from 0830 to 1630 Monday through Fri day. 
H1SCELLA~EOUS ITEMS 
I. FACULTY BULLETIN . A Faculty Bulletin is distri buted each month. It 
covers items of current information of i mportance and interest to members 
of the faculty. 
Information should ue sent t o the Edi tor, Faculty Bulleti n, 
Code 0304. 
I I. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONS. In addition to the pol icies 
and procedures described in th i s Handbook, many others are specified in a 
series of Naval Post9raduate School Instructfon~ (tlPSlNST) which are avail-
able in all department offices. Of particul ar interest are flPS lrlST 5000. l, 
Staff instructions, and NPS INST 5000. J, Nava l Postgraduate School Regul a-
tions. Instructions in the 1520 series dea l with acade- ic policies and 
procedures . 





















0 ~ 0 FACUL1J SALARY SCHEDULE 
Rev. June 1984 (ACADEMIC SESSION) l/ 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL 
s s s s s 
T T T T T 
E INSTRUCTOR E ASSISTANT PROFESSOR E ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR E PROFESSOR E ADMIN FACULTY 
f ~ !! !'. £ Q !'. E !: f !! !! p ! 
1 17,090 7 20,655 17 26,599 25 31,796 20 28,548 
2 17,683 8 21, 250 18 27,248 26 32. 447 21 29,198 
3 18,278 9 21,844 19 27 , 897 27 33, 095 22 29,846 
4 18, 871• 10 22,438 20 28 , 548 28 33,744 23 30, 498 
5 19,467 19,467 11 23,033 21 29,198 29, l 98 29 34,394 24 31,146 
6 20,060 20,060 12 23,627 22 29,846 29,846 30 35,044 25 31,796 
7 20,655 20,655 13 24,222 23 30,498 30,498 31 35,694 26 32,447 
8 21,2so• 14 24 , 816• 24 31,146 31,146 32 36,480 27 33 , 095 
9 21,844 15 25,409 25,409 25 31,796 Jl, 796 33 37,265 37,265 28 33,744 
10 22,438 16 26,004 26,004 26 J2,447 J2, 447 J4 38,052 J8,052 29 34,394 
11 23,0JJ 17 26,599 26,599 27 33,095 33,095 JS 38,838 J8,838 30 35,044 
18 27,248 28 33, 744• 33. 744 36 39,625 39,625 31 35, 694 
19 27 , 897 29 34 , 394 34,394 37 40,410 40, 410 32 36,480 
20 28. 548* 30 35,044 35,044 38 41, 197• 41, 197 33 37,265 
21 29,198 31 35,694 35,694 39 41,983 41, 98J 34 38,052 
22 29,846 32 36,480 36,480• 40 42,768 42,768 JS 38,838 
23 30,498 33 37,265 37,265 41 43, 555 43,555 36 39,625 
24 31 , 146 34 J8, 052 38,052 42 44,342 44,342 37 40,410 
25 31, 796 35 38,8J8 4J 45,129 45 , 129 38 41,197 
26 J2, 447 36 39,625 44 45,914 45 , 914 J9 41, 983 
27 33. 095 37 40,410 45 46, 701 46,701 40 42,768 
28 33. 744 38 41, 197 46 47,487 41 43,555 
39 41, 983 47 *48,273 42 44 , 342 
Maximum in-hiring rate 40 42, 768 48 49,059 43 45,129 
49 49,844 44 45,914 
•• 'nle rate of basic pay for employees at these rates ia limited 50 50, 631 45 46,701 
by 5ection 5373 of Title 5 of the united States Code to 51 51, 41 7 46 47 , 487 $55,233 for the academic session. 52 52,204 47 48,273 
53 52, 989 48 49,059 1/ Compen•ation for academic duties in addition to those performed 54 53,775 49 49,844 
in the academic session will be based on the salary for the 55 54, 561 so 50,631 
academic session. An academic session 56 55,347•• 51 51,417 is 217 days. Approved: Effective 8 January 1984 52 52 , 204 
~ r~ 53 52 , 989 54 SJ, 775 0 ) SS 54, 561 
t R·. H. HAKE COHO, USN 56 55,347•• 
Superintendent 57 56,133•• 
/ 58 56,920** 
; APPENDIX B 59 57, 706** 
0 
• 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
No\VAt. ~-~ K:HOOI. 
~!!EV.CA~ 93 .. 3 
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Subj : CHANGE #12 TO THE FACULTY HANDBOOK 
Encl: (1) Revised Appendix B 
1 . Holders of the Faculty Handbook arc requested to remove 
Appendix 8 and insert enclosure (1). 
Distribution: 
NAVPGSCOLINST 5605 . 2L 
Ltr List A, A-3, A-5, A-7, 
8 (15 copies ), 8-1, B-2, 
8- 3, B-S, 8- 6, B-12, B-14, 
B-15, 8- 16, 8-17, C, C-3, 
C-4, C- 6, C-7 , D, D-5 
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Medical Care--------------------------------------------- Vll-2 
Military leave------------------------------------------- Vll-3 
Military Service------ ----------------------------------- App. A 
Officers of the Faculty (current)------------------------ IV-14 
Organization Chart of NPS -----·------------------------- 111-4 
Pay Schedule ---------------- ------------------------·--- App. B 
Personal Service Facilities------------------------------ Vll l -3 
Polley on Appointment, Promotion, Salary and 
Tenure of Office- ------- ------- -------------------- App. A 
Postgraduate School Operating Council-------------------- 111-14 
Post Office ---------- ---- --------··-·--·-·------------- Vlll-4 Professional Travel------ · -----------·----·-------------- V-7 
Promotions------- ------ -----------· ---·------------------ App. A 
Provost-------------------------------·----------------- 111-5 Quality Point Ratings (QPR)------ -----------------------· Vl -2 
Quota Control of Students-------- -----------------------· 111-1 
Recreation Facilities ---------------------------------- Vl l I-2 
Reporting of Regi stration and Grades--------------------- Vl-3 
Research Proyram----------------·------------------------ V-10 
Research Council------ -----------------·---------·------- 111-15 
Research Facilities-----··------------------------------- Vlll-1 
Research Tours, cooperative------------------------------ V-13 
Resignations ------------------·--· ---------------------- App. A Resources Planning Board--------------------------------- 111-15 
Retirement Program-------------------------------------- Vll-1 
Sabbatical leave ---·--------·--·-· ----···--------------- V-9 Salaries, policy ----------------------------------------App. A 
Salary Schedul e - --------------·--· ---------------------- App. B Security of Class ified Material-------------------------- V-14 
Shipboard Vlsiti ---------···---------------------------- V-13 Smoking and beverages in classro0111s and labs------------- Vl-5 
Social Security----------------------------------------- VIl-2 
Standards of attire -------------- ----------------------· V-14 Student co111T1ent on instruction--------------------------- Vl-4 
Superintendent--····------------------------------------- 111-5 
Teaching Load ---·---·---------·------------------------- V-4 
Tenure ---------------------------------------------·---· App. A Termination of appointments------------------------------ App. A 
Travel, professional------------------------------------- V-7 











Academic Dean ------------------------------- -------------Academic Workload-----------------------------------------
Appointments, faculty ------------------------------------
Attire, standards of -------------------------------------
Banking ---------------------------------------- -- --------
Barber Shops----------------------------------------------
Benefit Programs -----------------------------------------By-Laws, Faculty--------------------------------------- ---
Chairmen of Academic Departments and Groups---------------
Ci vi 1 Service Status of Civilian Faculty -----------------
Class Schedules-------------------------------------------
Classi fied Hatter, security of ---------------------------
C011111encement Exercises -----------------------------------Committees of the Faculty---------------------------------
Comm1ssioned Officers' and Faculty Club-------------------
Computer Center--------------------------------- -· ---- ----
Consul ting------------------------------------------------
Cooperative Research Tours--------------------------------
Copyrights-- ·---------------------------------------------Counselling, academlc--------------------------------· ----
Credit Union ---------------------------------------------Curricula Sponsors, Liaison-------------------------------
Curricular Offlcers--------------------------------- --- -- -
Oean of Academic Administration---------------------------
Dean of Academic Planning --------------------------------
Dean of Division of Policy and Information Science--------
Dean of Division of Science and Engineering---------------
Dean of Educational Development ------------------- -------
Dean of Research------------------------------------------
Degrees, Academic ----------------------------------------
Director of Programs -------------------------------------






Grade Changes --------------------------------------------Grading System--------------------------------------------
Group Testing of Students --------------------------------
Hospf tal ization and Medical Expense lnsurance-------------
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